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Preface
In the last fifteen years, the terms cloud computing and
cyberspace have caught a lot of attention. Various companies
and users have scrambled to engage in cloud accounts to use the
technology to its full capacity. Because of the cloud’s design it is
easy for the user to manage his files from anywhere at any time.

Convenience is what all user want now. In fact, sometimes few
users that is all they care about is convenience and the fastest way
and time to get things done without paying any attention to some
side risks that can go along doing so. They also want a low cost,
speed, and security. The average user takes for granted that the
cloud is 100% secure. This book highlights how you can manage
to bring the security of your cloud to nearly or close to 100%. That
is why I wrote this book.

Till this day most individuals do view the cloud as “Cloudy.”
It is ambiguous to a lot of people since a lot of them are not
technology savvy. It is scary or challenging to them. So, they either
shy away from the cloud or go to it since it is the current trend.
Using the cloud because it is current or cool is not the wise thing
to do. It should be not a way of life or daily technology it should be
a technological “Solution” or “Improvement” to already existing
functional technological solutions. Users must understand the
cloud structure, nature design, requirements, and demands so
they do not buy everything the cloud service provider (CSP) is
marketing or selling.
Cyberspace is a term that is so general that only the Information
Technologist (IT) and internet expert can explain I. When I ask
anyone to define cyberspace and cloud computing they pause.
Granted, it is hard to define even for a “techie”, but the field evolves
and is so demanding and complicated that it is hard to define each
day. Cloud computing will evolve and I anticipate it will move to
a different design, approach, and structure. Cybersecurity started
20 or more years ago, but now it is critical to the defense of our
country and the world. Most students and even well-established
careered individuals are switching careers to Cyberspace and
Cybersecurity either because they are the “Buzzwords” or they
find it promising for employment in the future and I proclaim that
cybersecurity and cloud computing security is the future.

The Challenges

It is very alarming and at the same time amusing to notice how
many individuals is aware of the challenges that are a byproduct
of using the cloud. It is alarming since a lot of users are not aware
of the problems that occur because of using the cloud. They tend
to overlook or forget about possible problems. It is amusing since
they are warned about the potential break-ins, possible breach of
security, and privacy threats. Still they DO NOT exercise care when
using the cloud and continue to use it as if it were their own PC.
The challenges of using cyberspace and the cloud are listed below.
• Management of the cloud.

• User’s education, practice, maintenance, and awareness of their
cloud accounts and files.
• Enforcement and maintaining security.

• Application of disaster recovery procedures.

• The challenge of user’s and IT preparedness to always be ready
to continue to educate, train, improve, and use the cloud in the
most secure way possible.
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Everyone is yelling, “Upload your files on the Cloud.” What
is exactly the CLOUD? No one knows fully till this day! Everyone
sings a different tone when explaining it and users are pulled
into different directions by many different CSPs and premier
companies. I wrote this book to make the “cloud” not so “cloudy.”
The cloud for many users is a “grey” area. I am known for entering a
grey area to explore it and solve some of its issues. I love challenges
in life. This reflects my character and your resolve. Attacking grey
areas has always been my mindset, mantra and motivation for
success which proves to the world that hard work and dedication
can result in solving some troubling and challenging issues. I have
no lifetime guaranteed solutions for cloud computing, especially
the critical security problems. However, I do know that the cloud
is not 100% secure 100% of the time.
This book addresses: 1) The safety of the data on the cloud;
2) computer crimes and the cloud; 3) recommendation for best
password selection for your cloud account; 4) the best control
of cloud intrusion; 5) how to make the cloud safer; 6) use of the
cloud for data analytics and information intelligence; 7) multifactor authentication; 8) cloud and susceptibility; 9) the cloud
and aerospace; 10) the role of backup in all cloud architectures.

Organization of the Book

The book is organized into eleven chapters. A brief description
of each of the chapters follows:

Chapter 1: Data on the cloud is at high risk. It is at risk of
tampering by outsiders. The vulnerable nature of the architecture
of the cloud sets it up for the data to be exposed and compromised.
The fact that most of the data is on public cloud allows
unethical intruders (hackers) to view the database on any cloud
architecture. Whether private, public, community, or hybrid, this
is a “Honey Pot” or “Pot of Gold” hat intruders can use to wipe out
data. Publics clouds are like a candy store and hackers are like the
kids in a candy store – get all the data they want, do with it what
they wish, and inflict havoc and mayhem to stored data. Private
and hybrid clouds may be more secure than public cloud, but the
internal protection of illegal data access is vulnerable, so data on
the cloud is not 100% safe 100% of the time.

Chapter 2: Computer crimes are not impossible to block
or prevent 100%. CSP and IT staff can manage and control the
“STATE” of which their network or machines invasion ready or
intrusion ready but they cannot prevent the intrusions 100% of
the time but they can detect threats and stop them but sometimes
threats are manifested in intrusions. The only success against
this I recommend is to work as a team between users, IT and CSP
staff and the cloud experts. Also, simply, minimize risk factors and
situations that are considered very risky by you and all employees.

Chapter 3: Cracking passwords is merely a thrill and addictive
hobby to some hackers who thrive on increasing their skills
for the sake of self-fulfillment. Once a hacker cracks or breaks
a password, it gets addictive. He loves the thrill of breaking the
system. These violators seem to relish breaking users’ spirits and
causing them to become distraught from the stress that is created
when the password is cracked. When the user becomes aware of

the password crack, he knows that the next events may be loss
of data or the data will be exposed, sold, altered, or otherwise
violated. Recommendations and solutions are provided by the
experienced scientist author.

Chapter 4: There is no “CRYSTAL BALL” to predict or assure
that any Cloud architecture will be forever 100% secure. The
scientist author does not guarantee that it will ever be 10%. It
will be absolute nonsense. There will always be a vulnerability
issue which makes the cloud susceptible to intrusions, breaches,
and hence vulnerability is the cancer of the Cloud. No guaranteed
solution but you can lessen them and deter them via deterrent
controls, preventative controls, corrective controls, detective
controls, and “creative” algorithms like in chapter 7 to detect any
attacks that may be occurring on the system.
Chapter 5: This chapter presents the “fact” that the cloud is
not 100% safe, but it is safer now than ever before. The safety of
the cloud depends upon the user who makes wise choices when
utilizing the cloud. The scientist author firmly believes that the
cloud is usually considered always vulnerable. The latest cloud
innovative technology is a breakthrough, proven to be reliable,
dependable, and performing at a high standard. As a highly
skilled computer technologist, researcher in the field of computer
technology, and experienced teacher of computer technology at
the college level, it is my opinion that cybersecurity and cloud
computing security will be the Achilles Heel for the cloud and all
computer technology.
Chapter 6: The scientist authors claim openly that the cloud
is the “perfect” innovative technological solution for a much
more improved and efficient data collection, data analysis, data
analytics, knowledge acquisition, intelligence inference, and
finally right decision making process. For now, the cloud is the
logical reason for your data collection and intelligence. I am not by
all means saying it will make your decisions smarter and the right
call but it is the right migration to do from the old data analytics
on an old traditional platform to a productive cloud-based one.

Chapter 7: More sophisticated multi-factor authentication
is needed. Currently two-factor authentication is in use now.
However, it is in the best interest of password security for
computer scientists to continue to develop more complex multiauthentication algorithms. The scientist author present an
experimental, newer, and more potent one that can potentially
change and reshape the way hackers “think” and “attack” and
could hinder their easiness when attacking any cyberspace. If you
make it complex and long they give up faster unless it becomes
personal then we can set a trap for them because we will have
more time to “Catch” them. The user must understand that the
more complex multi-authentication algorithm, the more time will
be required to enter the system. Inconvenience may be the small
price to be paid for a more secure cloud. 1
Chapter 8: This chapter has more emphasis on the fact that
security experts need to stop worrying about “STOPPING or
PREVENTING” the attacks. If they prevent the “REPITITION” of
the attacks, then they will be able to successfully stop it “most
of the time” a lot more frequently than earlier attacks but not
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completely. Obviously, if the attacks keep repeating that means
there is a flow in the security system. If a newer attack comes that
means we have “contained” the first attack.

Chapter 9: There is no doubt the push to move into the cloud
by the military, and the Aerospace and Defense (A& D) is a positive
and important milestone. This chapter discusses in detail all the
areas in (A & D) that has been migrated to the cloud and the areas
that need to be migrated to the cloud. More emphasis is spent in
this chapter all the past and current articles as far as the military,
and the (A&D) use of the cloud but that is not to say that it has
decreased or increased. It is still a work in progress which is a
great sign because the cloud does make things better and easier
but as I always called the Achilles heels of the cloud as well as any
computer technology is the “On going” challenge: security.
Chapter 10: This chapter discusses the need to properly plan
to migrate and implement an architecture of the cloud (public,

private, or hybrid) and do utilize its features and capabilities to
the fullest so you do not waste the cloud resources and budget. To
manage the Cloud, one must be able to support, maintain, define,
update, virtualize, and document your cloud infrastructure and
architecture.

Chapter 11: In this chapter we show that there is no way ever
around not backing up or skipping one backup operation of your
data. Backing up incrementally is integral to the success of the
restore operation. If files are corrupt, then IT persons lean on the
cloud and other ways to get it back. Backing up your important
files and data is a salient solution for a disaster that may ensue. If
a system crash or an intrusion occurs, it is better to be part of the
solution than part of the problem. Having up to date backups of
all your important files and data, makes you more responsive to
any problem.
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Abstract
Data on the cloud is at high risk. It is at risk of tampering by
outsiders. The vulnerable nature of the architecture of the cloud sets
it up for the data to be exposed and compromised. The fact that most
of the data is on public cloud allows unethical intruders (hackers)
to view the database on any cloud architecture. Whether private,
public, community, or hybrid, this is a “Honey Pot” or “Pot of Gold”
hat intruders can use to wipe out data. Publics clouds are like a candy
store and hackers are like the kids in a candy store – get all the data
they want, do with it what they wish, and inflict havoc and mayhem to
stored data. Private and hybrid clouds may be more secure than public
cloud, but the internal protection of illegal data access is vulnerable, so
data on the cloud is not 100% safe 100% of the time.
Since cloud computing is in its infancy, there are many unstable
and unpredictable performances with unexpected problems or
technical “hiccups” arising. These cause the cloud and data to be even
more vulnerable. Are we safely managing databases in the cloud? Not
10%. But we can control the safety of the internet (online) presence
as well as executing transactions online onto the cloud almost to
perfection. We must do our homework all the time – no letting up, and
no “blinking”.

Introduction

Safety of internet presence and making written transactions
while accessing data on the cloud are the most important and
protected aspects of data access. Written uploading and updating
of a written data field are crucial to the users. Either transaction
should not be available to the public – not disclosed, visible, or
to be open to tampering by outsiders. Hackers who intrude on
these critical, sensitive databases can sabotage, sell, or embezzle
the data. This can bring individuals and institutions down to their
knees (Erl, 2013).

It does not matter what cloud architecture is used. Using
my own standard of safe operation of the cloud, and in my
professional opinion, There is no permanent fix and/or
solution to ensure that data archived on the cloud is 100%
safe 100% of the time. Data management must be based on C R
U D: CREATE, READ, UPDATE, AND DELETE. I strongly advise all
users who are about to take the quantum leap to hop on the cloud
and migrate their data to the cloud to do the following: “Accept
the fact that data can be protected to a certain degree, but not
to the 100% level. This knowledge and acceptance should be
enough to encourage users and lessen the fear and constant
worry that data will be stolen and compromised. Users hate
the fact that they will be exposed because of the contents of
any data that can be misinterpreted or thrown out there to
force any reader to perceive it as bad news and this news
becomes a reality.” The bottom line is this: we all want the safety
of our data on the cloud to be safer in a metric “closer” to 100%.
In my opinion, 100% is not attainable but a safety percentage
closer to 100% will be acceptable to the average user. If the CSP
can prove that their safety standard is comparable to the industry
standard and the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) standards, then
I bet the user will feel much more confident about uploading
his data to the cloud. Even though data safety on the cloud is an
ongoing challenge, it can be managed if the user and the CSP and
IT management team do all that is expected of them.

Chapter 1

Data will be safer on the cloud, but still nowhere near 100%
perfectly safe. As the old saying goes, “All the stars have to line up
for a safer data cloud environment to be furnished at all times.”
If the intrusion or breach percentage rate of a CSP is high, then
users will think twice before they attempt to get a cloud account
with that CSP. Therefore, advertisements or constant release of
data safety rates of CSP will not invite or encourage the user to
get cloud accounts with that company, but it will draw a raised
eyebrow concerning that CSP. Negative or false advertising does
the CSP no good because the users are smarter and catch on to
this lure very quickly. But again, most users are “cloudy” or “grey”
about the use of the cloud. That is why I wrote this book.

Is Storing Data Safer On The Cloud?
Issues, Controversies, Problems
Issues

Based on my research and experience in the cyberspace
and cloud computing security field, I believe that the following
issues are important to all users. These issues are dilemmas.
The dilemma of whether to save your own data on the cloud is
a struggle. It is not so easy to really reach a final decision about
how to save your data (Kutz, 2010). You chose to store it on the
cloud, there is no in between decision. It is either no or all in. It all
depends on whether the user perceives his archived data on the
cloud safer than storing their data on their own USB or hard disk.
Also, the dilemma to the user is that saving data on the cloud is
very convenient. Many users view convenience as a major factor.
They believe that they should be able to access their data from
anywhere and that the main design of the cloud architecture is
accessibility from anywhere, anytime, and that can influence
the decision about storing the user’s information on the cloud.
In addition to, the dilemma to the user is that saving data on
the cloud is dependable, available and reliable at all times. Most
users experience the dilemma to the user is that the cloud cannot
balance the load of data storage, processing and other requests
and it is just a massice USB as in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The Cloud is not just a massive USB
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There exists aslo the dilemma to the user of the ownership
of his information. The user must understand that every vendor
insists that user agree to the terms of service. One of the terms
of service is called Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). The rights
for keeping data and its location, how fast and where the data is
located and backed up, and for how long it can be kept. Which
brings on the dilemma to the user is that specific clarification
is made by the CSP concerning the plan to back up the stored
data that you have uploaded on the cloud. Finally he dilemma to
the user is that the CSP may need to expand or upgrade service
(hardware and/or software). Users may panic or wonder what
would happen to their data if the upgrade or the expansion takes
place.

Controversies

Based on my research and experience in the cyberspace
and cloud computing security field, I believe that the following
controversies are important to all users. The major controversy
is how to save sensitive data securely in addition to maintain the
high level of (CIA) Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability Triad
(CIA). Also, the controversy of retrieving lost data is one that
rests in a Disaster Recovery Plan which should be provided by
the CSP. One dreaded controversy is the inability to protect from
the internal threat caused by any person who has access to your
privileged information with your permission. Also, a controversial
task that must be done is data cleansing but that remains tough
due to the controversy of Ownership of data becomes important
when a user chooses to deletes his account with a CSP. In summary,
all endings to the controversies are “temporary” not “forever”
(Ted, 1996).

Problems

The problem is to store data securely on the cloud.

Solutions and Recommendations

I present here some solutions that DO NOT guarantee the
cloud will be 100% secure but it is a protocol to make sure that
the data will be safer on the cloud as long as the following protocol
is followed. The protocol is not the only “possible and available”
assurance to guarantee that the aloud is 100% secure for all types
of data including governmental, educational, and private business.
“Optimal” is better than best, possible, available, most efficient, or
fastest. Optimal is always the best solution. If the cloud concept
exists there will always be “safety” rate or percentage debate or
value or level acceptance issue. All users seek 100% “safety” of
data on any cloud architecture private, public, or hybrid (Salam,
2015). Here are my proposed solutions:

Solution 1: How to set yourself up for success on the
Cloud!
• You must always install or apply the patches or updates of the
operating system when they are displayed as an alert no matter if
it is Windows, Linux, or Mac OS. What is the use of having those
updates by the operating system and the users/IT does mot
installs them?

• Perform incremental backups by the hour. You can never

go wrong with too many backups. In case of disaster you need
to have the latest, most related, backup that will fit right in the
recovery procedure.

• Ask yourself why you want to put this specific data on the cloud.
If you find enough solid reasons then only upload these types of
files:
• documents that are not classified, or sensitive;

• All text, word processing, and pdf files. If you upload them
protect them with a password;

• All images including all picture files such as .jpg, gif, .tiff, .png,
.bmp and so on can be uploaded. It is up to the user’s discretion.
Avoid uploading any picture that captures special private
moments;

• There is nothing that can be done about programs that are
uploaded. They can be stolen too.
• Update your Anti-Virus and Anti-Malware software as well as
any spyware cleaning software.

• Keep informed through continuous training sessions concerning
all aspects of the use of the cloud as well as how better mechanism
to best setup stronger passwords.

• Be aware that uploading your files that reflect some of your
personal information involves some risks. The cloud is 100%
vulnerable and not secure 100% of the time.
• Be aware that once you upload your files on any cloud system
they are there for good. If your account is deactivated be aware
that these files that these files that were uploaded will be there
forever.
• Learn that a cloud system is not a USB or hard drive. It is not a
storage media as advertised by few CSP or companies. It is now a
way of technology.

Solution 2: Solution 1: How to set yourself up for
success on the Cloud!

• Know where the cloud server is located. Location, Location,
Location is the name of the game.

• Limit the use of the cloud as much as possible. Sometimes we
have no choice we are cloud bound as in texting, emailing, and
documents we create and use online.

• Do not promote using the cloud to your friends and family. Use
it wisely.
• Walk away from any aspect of using the cloud if seems to be
risky.

• Face the reality that the cloud is way of life for technological
solutions. There are reasons why CSP and computer science
experts are pushing for it. I am, too.
• DO NOT share any files and Facebook pictures that are tagged
with anyone.

• DO NOT share your password or login credentials with anyone
including your immediate family or loved ones.
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• Do not upload a file or picture that you may delete later. It is
risky in the Cloud. Fly at your own risk. Once you put a file that
is private you are at risk forever. That is reality and a fact. So, deal
with it and be ready. It may be comprised and it may haunt you.

Conclusion

Storing big data on the cloud a hot subject right now using the
cloud correctly is a support to the use of big data on the cloud.
But I refuse to advocate that the cloud is the only future or getting
on it sets up great for many years to come. There will always be
challenges. Security will always be the final challenge.

Key Terms and Definitions

Cloud Computing: It is an innovative computer technology
invented and designed not just for data storage but also it allows
the user to access their files anywhere, anytime, with an available
network necessary to carry out all the requests submitted by the
user ranging from uploading, downloading, and sharing of files,
running programs, or simply accessing the many tools that the
cloud architecture offers the user at all capacities.
Honey Pot: It is a unique security approach and a smart
procedure implemented for the purpose of setting up a “honeypot”
server where attackers are trapped after they attempt to break
in since they are lured to that server and all results and data are
collected for the purpose of data analyses and the advancement of
the overall cloud server network defense.

Cloud Security Alliance: An organization that is unique in its
structure and body that its main goal is to always improve and
advance the overall security of the cloud at all times.
Cloud Service Provider: A company that offers cloud hosting
and computing services to all users should they sign up either for
a fee or free.
Total Cost of Ownership: The total direct and indirect cost
and investments on the installation, application, implementation,
and the maintenance of the hardware, software, and the Cloud.

CIA Triad: It is a triad that has the following items as they
constitute the acronym CIA: 1) Confidentiality which is securing
the cloud and enforcing data privacy on the hosting server side,
2) Integrity which is keeping up with the user’s data most recent
copies of updates and also keep it isolated, available, and safe, and
3) Availability of the cloud which is making sure the cloud servers
network is fail-safe ready at all times.

CRUD: It is an acronym that is used in short to reference the
following operations: 1) Create – the first transaction that the user
must perform to create his files, 2) Read – a frequent transaction
that the user is able to do only after he creates his files, 3) Update
– a frequent transaction that the user is able to do only after he
creates (once) and read (many) his files, and finally 4) Delete transaction that the user is able to do only after he reads his files
and that is the easiest to perform and at the same time the most
potent and dangerous one.

Data Cleansing: Is the term used in this book in a different
purpose than its original intended one which is removing
duplicates or invalid records from a data table. Data cleansing in
the cloud refers to the data operations that must be conducted to
enforce clean copy of the data on the cloud at all times, and the
most recent and cleanest copy of the data that can be accessed
and downloaded (in portable mode), and last is the transactions
of recording the most recent version of the data tables for the
purposes of backup the most viable information and making it
always accessible to the user.

Optimal: The protocol I always apply when solving Computer
Science problems, I DO NOT always search for the “quickest and
most convenient solution for this problem”. The quickest and most
convenient solution may not always be the best solution but it
may appear in the naked eye as the best, or possible, or available,
or most efficient, or fastest solution. You must compare all the
solutions and find the “Optimal” one based on your conditions
and selection criteria. Each problem and each person approaches
and selects their solutions differently. But you can never go wrong
with the optimal solution.
Cloud infrastructures and Types: There is three main types
of cloud types that exist: 1) Private, 2) Public, and 3) Hybrid. There
is also community can others but the first three are the ones used
the most. There are also three types of cloud infrastructures
that exist: 1) Platform as a service (PaaS); PaaS is a platform in
the cloud where applications can be developed and executed, 2)
Software as a Service; SaaS is offered as a service on demand; in
this model, cloud providers install and operate application in the
cloud and users can access the applications through the Internet,
and finally 3) Infrastructure as a Service; IaaS model is a model
in which enterprises or organizations outsource their equipment
that are used in their IT department.
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Can Computer Crimes be prevented 100% of the time?

Chapter 2

Abstract
Crime has accompanied civilization throughout history.
Technological civilization is no different. Crime within technology
makes more sense because it is easier to perform. The tools are there
and hackers can find their way a lot easier than in other fields. Since
the beginning of time people threw rocks to attack other individuals.
Now in the technology dominated and controlled era of the digital
age, it is much easier, convenient, and appealing to the younger adults
and hackers in general to perpetrate any system and inflict damages
creating havoc and mayhem. Most unethical hackers can penetrate a
network easily if they have hardware, software, and people with the
know-how. Like we say all the stars must line up! In my own opinion
and standards, there is NO way to prevent computer crimes all the
time; not a prayer. One can only wish for it. It will not happen it is
an ongoing challenge. Users view it as a fear and CSP and network
administrators see it as a struggle. Some IT staff are over confident
enough to believe that they have it under control until some terrible
happens. Then the IT goes to the drawing board again. The realization
of the situation will make the IT feel the agony of defeat. The realization
sets – computer crimes cannot be stopped. This is a cat-and-mouse
game forever, unless you get rid of all the bad guys, and that is not
going to happen anytime soon. So, in a nut shell, computer crime is
a constant challenge. Some IT and managers consider it an issue but
at the end of the day it is not situation or situational problem. It is a
byproduct of the advancement in the technological field of computers
and computing.

Introduction

Computer crime and the field of computing and computers
cannot be separated (Erl, 2013). They are dependent on each
other. The issue advocated is not to solve the problem of
preventing computer crimes all the time. In my opinion, that
will not materialize. Users, CSP, and IT can work to improve the
tools, the methods, and the algorithms to safeguard again those
crimes. As we continuously work on improving the methods and
the algorithms, computer crime types are also not improving but
they come in new forms and they mutate themselves. Take viruses
for example. Many of them are released daily, if not hourly. In my
professional opinion, the computer crime easiest to monitor can
be blocked to a certain degree. We can know when hackers hit the
network, or at least we can anticipate them. They can hit at any
moment causing the user to experience anxiety and fear. We must
constantly update the Operating System, update the underlying
Cloud agent and Virtualization software, and update the antivirus and anti-malware.

It is very easy to find out you have been hit and damage is
done. Sometimes the system is down and unreachable by your
cloud users. Down time and the user’s aggravation is big problem
in the world of computes, now specifically in the cloud.

The issue again is not to fully answer the question “Can
Computer Crimes be prevented 100% of the time?” with a black
or white answer with either a clear Yes or No. We must continue
to work on addressing the “root” of the problem. The root of
the problem is that we brought this onto ourselves when we
discovered this awesome and cool technology. We did not do it on
purpose; it was not our intention it is clearly a “By-product” of the
advancement in the technological field. It is a clear cut “nature of
the beast” and we all must accept it - users, IT, and CSP. We must
all work together against the bad guys without finger pointing.
There will be times when companies will blame other operating
system’s vulnerability, or lack of security against crime, or guards
against infections, and the deficiencies in securing the perimeter
of any network. Conferences as they are being held almost every
quarter of the year to improve and find resolutions to solve these
ongoing challenges. Computer crimes are like the flu or cold
virus they come along and sometimes they mutate themselves to
maintain their availability and be ready always attack.

Guarding against computer crime is a daunting task but can
be fun if you. We must learn to develop a thick skin so computer
crime problems can be tackled and solved (Vacca, 2013). It is not
an easy task but can be lengthy, mentally, emotionally, physically
consuming, and sometimes will cause financial and downtime
nightmares. It is not a matter to stop them or prevent them
completely it is the matter of stopping or preventing computer
crime completely. It is the matter what to do to cope with the
fact it is eminent they will constantly occur. They are part of the
process.

Reasons Why We Cannot Prevent Computer
Crimes from Reoccurring
Issues, Controversies, Problems
Issues

Based on my research and experience in the cyberspace and
cloud computing security field, I believe that the following issues
are important to all users. As we all know Computer crimes
cannot be stopped. They can be lessened. Repeated computer
crime cannot be stopped. Also CSP and companies mislead users
that crime can be stopped. In addition, users must be tenacious in
recognizing and trying to eliminate computer crimes.

Controversies

Computer crime controversies include but are not limited to
the following:

Figure 2: Cyberspace Hate Crimes or Intrusions

Shoulder surfing (Alkadi, 2017) happens when the user
enters information on any device that may be seen by anyone
in the surrounding area. This is the most area of vulnerability
now. Most users do not take it seriously. Most are unaware which
adds to the severity of the problem. Browser or Internet Protocol
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(IP) address can be hijacked. Also, Spam is a massive amount of
unwanted email messages that flood your spam folder. In a lot
of cases Spoofing to maliciously create an email that looks like it
is coming from a legitimate email source and it will be coming
from valid IP address. In most cases phishing happens when
sensitive can be traced and pulled out of the network. And that is
so unfortunate. The most serious and controversial problem of all
is Identity theft is created when a hacker becomes aware of every
piece of information that identifies you as a person. Also a bot is a
robot. It can be a Trojan or worm attack. Social Engineering occurs
when there is a predetermined intention to illegally steal a user’s
most critical data through smooth, convincing talking (Marinescu,
2013). In a lot of cases cyber criminals wipe out erases all data.
More attention has to be made to the fact that a spying person
spies on the user browsing habits and steals private data. Also,
viruses wipe out data or executable files to bring a computer to
unrecoverable point. While Malware, malicious bug, will cause
the computer to behave abnormally. There are certain types of
viruses are called worms are a kind of virus since they replicate
over a network like a tapeworm. Finally Pop-ups are form of a
malware.

Problems

The overriding problem is that we cannot prevent computer
crimes 100% of the time.

Installing unnecessary programs causes you to have malware
and if you do streaming online that can happen. You must define
who is he the sole user of the computer and using the same
passwords can lead to intrusion problems. Finally spreading my
memory and mind thin by having too many accounts will make
more vulnerable for attacks.

Solutions and Recommendations

Within my experience and my professional opinion these
solutions will reduce computer crimes. Make sure you see an
https:// before any site you visit online especially when uploading,
downloading, and sharing files on the cloud. Limit your online
presence. Limit your use of the computer. The more time you
spend using the computer, the higher the risk of computer crime.
Do not use another person computer and do not let others use
your computer. DO not “SHARE” any password.

Conclusion

Computer crimes are not impossible to block. They are
manageable and controllable but cannot be prevented all the
time. They can be located and identified. There is no clear-cut
answer. Precautionary measures may be taken to enforce tighter
protection and some prevention of computer crimes. IT staff, all
employees, and you must pull out of avoid risky transactions. Set
yourself up for success.
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What can be done when a Cloud Password is cracked?

Chapter 3

Abstract
When passwords of Cloud accounts become available to unwanted
users, legitimate users experience a great amount of stress. Some
users have no clue what to do next. In fact, some users panic and reach
a state of confusion and defeat. They simply give up with dealing with
the problem. The best solution in my professional opinion, is to inform
the IT or CSP immediately then change your password, credentials,
and your user ID. Once your credentials are compromised, hackers
become repeat offenders reaching the same server. Exercising care
is the key to file management on the cloud. Keeping your password
confidential and strong make it more difficult to the hackers to crack
your password. It is not possible to prevent cracking a password but
the best to handle this problem is to be ready – as simple as that.
Backup. Upload only the files you need and be ready to inform disaster
recovery team that you are changing your password and requesting
the change the user identification. There will be shock and disaster
which can be addressed and solved without agony if you know what
to do if you use the cloud. Do you job and let the hackers do their
malicious games? Do not give up. You must survive in the “cat and
mouse” game, but if you do not know how then let the experts handle
the problem.

Introduction

There is plethora of situations which allow passwords to
be cracked, accounts broken into, and networks in cyberspace
compromised (Micahel, 2014). They include but are not limited
to:
• Passwords created as users comply with requirements for
creating a valid password.
• Passwords created in a quick and lazy fashion.
• Passwords created convenient to remember.

• User training regarding resetting and creating strong passwords.
• Use of programs that derive passwords.
• Use of one password for all accounts.
• Passwords sharing.

What can be done when a Cloud Password Is
Cracked?
The best thing to do is to stay calm. The average computer user
will have a compromised account data loss, cracked password, the
visitation of a spy. There is shock when it first happens. It takes
the user a long time over being violated. Computer crime is an act
of violation. There should be some repercussions that are handed
to the violator but if the user does his homework correctly, even
if the password is cracked, then recovery and restoration should
be easy. The user is never left in dark when their cloud account is
cracked. He must have the understanding that once you go on the
cloud you need to be ready mentally and emotionally that your
files are a target 100% of the time. After the initial shock then
comes the cry for help. This is when the disaster team comes for
the rescue (weinman, 2014). The team may be the IT, the CSP, or
yourself, if you are an experienced computer programmer or cloud
user. Situations will always work out no matter that technology

is hard to deal with, operate, maintain, and use. Everyone must
remember that we are the ones who made the computer and
not the other way around, so we are still in control. It is not an
absolute catastrophe when a password gets cracked. It is a matter
of how you work around. The damage is done so you want to
prevent future damages and recover your files immediately.

Issues, Controversies, Problems

In my professional opinion, there are critical issues,
controversies, and problems concerning passwords protection,
validity, and longevity

Issues

The IT person must identify the root of the problem that
causes the password to crack.
Controversies

It is always a daunting task to selecting the underlying
operating system before you put on the cloud infrastructure and
designed form (Halpert, 2011). Also recovering from a cracked
password is the biggest hassle since you have to do disaster
recovery and migrate to another server or you are back at square
one. Then comes the one problem that will occupy your time and
mind is when you spend all your time identifying the source of
the intrusion.

Problems

Never sharing passwords and make sure you are studying log
files carefully. In your set if creating a password that is difficult
enough yet can be remembered with minimum effort is a trend of
your employees or users than you server is a honey pot.

Solutions and Recommendations

Make sure you change passwords every two to three months.
Also, use of your own imagination to create a password that you
will not forget. In addition to, use more than user id and password.

Never record your passwords on any of mobile device, loose
piece of paper, or input them in a program dedicated to storing
all of your passwords. The worst thing that that can happen to
you is intrusion so you need to immediately request to delete or
deactivate your account and create a new account and password
and you must have different user id.

Conclusion

Cracking passwords is really a hobby and thrill to some
hackers and they thrive on getting better and better at it for the
sake of self-fulfillment. It is an awful feeling when your password
is cracked. The wisest thing to remember is that the user is always
vulnerable. Any password can be cracked. Awareness is the key.
The strength of the password and the type of uploaded files have
a direct impact on the magnitude of your loss.
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Can We Always Detect Intrusions on the Cloud?

Abstract
To protect data in the cloud, the user must be aware that
intrusions will happen without warning. Intrusions are possible and
unpreventable at all times. They must be detected quickly. To detect
intrusions quickly is a daunting task, but is doable with the work of
a staff of a qualified individual who have enough dedicated time, the
patience, and the commitment to reserve without wavering under
pressure.

Introduction

The best way to detect intrusions on the Cloud or Cyberspace
in general is to always monitor the network of servers at hand.
To do so, you can run software like Wireshark which can monitor
the network for any abnormality and any possible intrusions.
Software new is called Cloudshark works much the same way
as Wireshark. But this two software all they do is monitor the
network and analyze patterns of potential attacks (James,
2014). You need the following types of types of software to deter
intrusions:
•IDP (Intrusions Detection Program) and IDS (Intrusion Detection
Software: an acronym I use to continuously detect intrusions by
writing software to do so) allow the IT staff or control monitoring
station to detect any possible attacks or intrusions. These
programs are helpful to detect intrusions, but as mentioned
elsewhere, it may be too late to prevent or block any damage to
stored data.
•IPP (Intrusions Prevention Programs: These sets of programs are
harder to write. The cyberspace and cloud criminals are skillful in
learning how new updates have been written to software. Even
though one may use these programs, it is good to remember that
we cannot prevent attacks 100% of the time. Cybercriminals can
use brute force to flood a server. In my own professional opinion,
one can use an IPP to lessen recurring attacks. The frequency of
the attack may be controlled, but the type of attacks cannot be
controlled. There are many types of intrusions; some are viruses
that can mutate the source and hide their IP address. Shutting
down the port of the intrusion is the expedient action to take
immediately in order to eliminate any suspicious ports.

•IRP (Intrusions Recovery Programs IRP: an acronym I use to
continuously recover from intrusions by writing software to do
so). However, this program of this type is needed to aid in recovery
of data that is lost from an intrusion. Most recovery work is done
by the IT CSP. There should be a systematic, standard approach to
data recovery being retrieved from all sources.
•IAP (Intrusions Analysis Programs IAP:) an acronym I use to
continuously analyze intrusions by writing software to do so).
They could be another way to help a user cope with the effects of
intrusions on data saved on the cloud r in cyberspace. However,
intrusion analysis programs do not exist yet, but perhaps in the
near future they will be developed. The purpose of an effective
IAP would be to provide a uniform way to ensure that a specific
type of intrusions may not happen again. The IT staff and system
administrator should debrief after the intrusion to devise and

Chapter 4

activate a plan to prevent the specific type of intrusion and be
better prepared to react more swiftly once the incident takes
place.
When considering intrusions of confidential data stored on
the cloud or in cyberspace, the user must continually remember
some essential facts about data storage. Confidentiality, Integrity,
and Availability (CIA Triad) are critical. Data is confidential if it
is actually private. Confidential data include information that
reveal the user’s identity recorded in social security records,
medical records, academic records, or any other records that
are indigenous to the user only. Integrity of the data is the user’s
responsibility; he must identify and qualify his own data to assure
that it is truly what he entered to be saved. Data is maintained
by filtering it to eliminate unnecessary duplications, inaccurate
records, and keeping the data up to date.
Users expect all data stored in cyberspace or the cloud to
be available with easy access 100% of the time. Intrusions will
happen for sure and the user will suffer the violations of lost or
stolen data.

Other aspects of uploading critical files into the cloud must
be mentioned again. Users must understand the concept of the
total cost of ownership of data. All files belong to the user until
he uploads them to cyberspace or the cloud. Then, the files
belong to the CSP or the user. The user agreement with the CSP
must be understood before the user agrees with the terms of that
agreement.
There is an assumed joint ownership. The assumption can
lead the user to wonder where the responsibility lies if files are
tampered with or intruded upon in any way. The user uploaded
critical information, the CSP put it on the cloud, and IT did not
cover it.

To stand guarded to face intrusions, the user should consider
the type of data that are being uploaded. The most common
categories of data may include personal identity information,
information from the workplace, academic records data, leisure
activities, and information from the public domain (Aidan, 2012).
Personal information stored forever on the cloud or in cyberspace
in the user’s identity. Work place data are relative to colleagues
thus should be made available to them only. Leisure activities data
may not seem critical; thus, may more be openly shared. However,
caution must be taken less some releases appear that creates
embarrassment to the user. Information from the public domain
is available to all the users. The accuracy and integrity of the
data is the user’s responsibility. Data is filtered and cleansed by
scanning the records in the tables and eliminating any duplication
or incomplete records fields.
In summary, some users may believe that all the risks
involved with uploading files into cyberspace or to the cloud
is just too much to think about. Some users may think that a
knowledgeable computer specialist is trying to force the use of
the cloud and cyberspace for data storage. The user needs to have
an understandable explanation of the pros and cons of using his
own USB drive or hard drive as opposed to storing his data in the
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cloud or on cyberspace. The CSP and IT can maintain the files,
but it is always the final responsibility of the user to monitor file
maintenance.

Is Storing Data Safer on the Cloud?

To answer such question, you must be able to address these
issues first when you upload your data into any cloud system
(server). The concept of CIA (Confidentiality, Integrity, and
Availability): Data is confidential if is private, and a lot of the
times considered Sensitive, and classified, sometime it is not
classified. Also, Data Integrity is so important since it must be
cleaned every so often since multiplicity or data duplication is
an awful troubling problem. Data must be filtered and kept up to
date. When you upload data to the cloud ask yourself in 5 years
who is to clean it and keep it current? I it is not the job of the IT
staff it is your job. Lastly is availability which is why most people
love to get on the Cloud sine they want access all the time like
Facebook. But the question you must ask yourself DO YOU WANT
your data accessible all the time on the cloud that is an invitation
for disaster because you will be vulnerable to intruders. So yes,

Figure 3: Devices, applications use Data in the cloud

Also, data file type (images, voice, videos, and regular text
and word processing files, programs) so by answering both above
questions the type of the file and the ownership dictates what you
can and how you can manage your cloud account and the type
and amount of upload and downloaded files you can perform
on your cloud account. I would not naturally upload or share let
alone distribute a video from work regarding some important
information that can be only shared by your colleagues and
superiors. Naturally users love common or public domain files and
make then go viral over the cloud networks. I caution everyone to

the Cloud is safe only if you WISELY upload the “RIGHT” type of
files. IT falls on you not the concept of the CLOUD! So, it is up to
you to understand you are the sole responsible person in defining
the importance of your files on the cloud if it is important DO NOT
SHARE and PUT OUT there unless it is protected PRIVATE cloud
and can be shared with your network providers. SO, use the cloud
with care it is up to you. DO NOT Blame the Innovative technology
careless users always blame the technology. TCO Total Cost of
Ownership: Here the definition is simply very important because
there is a very clear definition that files that you upload onto your
cloud account may not belong to you they does belong to the CSP
and in a way to you. So, I do call it “joint” ownership and that is
quite problematic since when the files are tampered with where
does the blame go? On you or the CSP as well as the vulnerability
exposed and in a way, IT did not cover it. What type of data are you
uploading? (Both ownership and file type) The best way to look
at this is to try to categorize your files into one of the following
categories even though other categories exist in addition to these:
1) School, 2)Work, 3)Personal (private), 4) Leisure or 5) Common
(public domain).

upload or download any files that are leisure type since anything
you share or distribute over the cloud will come back to haunt
you. A school and work file is a common-sense call. Private and
personal files upload and download that is an important aspect
of the use of the cloud where a user must exercise care to handle
this issue since once a personal or private file is uploaded it is
there forever.
To sum up someone might say it is too much to think about and
worry about to upload my files into the cloud and that is true even
worse they may challenge you and say to you if you are pushing
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for the use of the cloud, what makes it so much better than my
regular hard drive or USB drive so then you must discuss in detail
the benefits and features of the Cloud. So, a clear plan must be set
or written by the CSP or IT to maintain the files of the user and
on the other hand the user has to set a what I call it identification
and qualification of whether each file does qualify to be placed in
a way forever on the cloud or does not qualify.

in the Cloud system they need to leave it to the professionals and
trust them but the cloud innovative technology does have issues
with the reliability in its security which must be addressed almost
every hour and the cloud IT and CSP must always have a great
open mind about it and always live with ease and relaxed so they
can handle the intrusions and dealing with the unreliability of the
cloud security in the very few times.

Issues

The infancy of the cloud innovative technology: Even though
the cloud has been around for so many years and have been used
for a while but I still consider it rather new and in fact in its infancy.
Here is the proof not too many people hopped on the cloud yet
and it is still they have “Cloudy” idea about what the is exactly
the cloud. Also, there are still a lot of installation, maintenance,
and most importantly “Security” problem and that is exactly
why I wrote this book. I do foresee that the cloud phenomenon
will remain in its infancy for a while until a lot of regulations
are adopted and applied to how and where the data is kept and
the blame game is controlled when data is lost or intrusion
happens. For example, when data is tampered with in the event
of intrusion where does the blame fall on? Then we move to the
topic of Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) does it really dictates or
lays the rules etched in stone to govern who handles what files
and where as in what server namely location. Is the TCO enough?
Or we are using it as an escape goat to shut up any doubters to
stop the blame game. In all honesty TCO should be only applied
to hardware. Software and Data collection on the cloud should
be not controlled but rules should have adopted where users are
aware that the IT and CSP can maintain the data as in CRUD with
the only exception no Creation or Update just Deletion in case it is
infected and Read to pull out that exact same file. ALL CSP and IT
should not and must sign a code of ethical conduct not to read any
user’s file but exceptions happen some IT or CSP staff may violate
this rule people may commit indecent act in the technology field.
The term use at your own risk I also advocate here to use the
cloud at your own risk. Some Cloud users have one or the other
mentality (All or Nothing). Very few in between. Meaning they
either upload all their files or nothing that means they are onto
the cloud or they are on the earth so to speak. The first type of
users who upload all are at maximum risk where their files are in
danger and not so safe. The term you cannot put all your eggs in
one basket applies here too. The other type of users will be still
living in dark ages and not applying and getting full advantage of
the cloud innovative technology. The ones between all or nothing
are the ones that discovered the benefits and risky nature of the
cloud like me I had experienced some files disappearance but not
hacked. So, it is not good ideal to be any of three at all. This time
where education and training as many workshops as possible to
help prepare the users that the cloud is not a toy, fun, or tool. It is
for real it is a Data management and access anytime, anywhere,
and is always risky and susceptible for exploitation. The last
thing is the fact that since intrusions can happen all the time
it can set the tone for a fierce ongoing fight between the cloud
experts who write software for it and the cyber security as well
as Cloud Computing Experts who will be battling forever over

Issues, Controversies, Problems

There are a lot of issues in when it comes to intrusion(s)
detection in the Cyberspace and Cloud Computing field. I list some
that I consider them more important than the others:

1) User awareness: the user must be aware that the Cloud
innovative technology is still in its infancy and it is not problem
free also users must know what they really should or should not
upload onto the cloud. One user may consider one file as very
important and upload it to the cloud while another user may
consider it as not important at all. So, the issue is not to question
or put the user in a situation to rethink or reevaluate whether if
each file is important and not to upload the unimportant files the
issue here is NOT to upload any important file UNLESS you must
and it is secured and protected. In addition to the protection of the
cloud software the underlying Operating System such as Windows
Server and additional software will protect the files when they are
shared on a server in the cloud network.
2) Security: security flaws can be looked at as debilitating,
troubling, and ongoing serious issues or a continuous challenge
that can be dealt with but not debilitating and can be controlled
and monitored. The problem with security is that not too many
users understand it and take it for granted that every Cloud system
is protected and they are but intrusions do occur. Whenever an
intrusion happens users panic and CSP and IT and it will create
a feeling that security becomes an issue and it is going trouble
everyone for the rest of the time users have files on the cloud. It
takes a special IT or CSP person to view security as a challenge
because security should be treated as ongoing “figure-what-isthe-solution-here” it is really a test of character and perseverance
of how IT or CSP react to solving a security flaw. If the IT or CSP
treats security as an issue they will fail and when they do that
they spend more time and they get nervous which reflects bad
atmosphere of uncertainty which makes the users very uneasy
and untrusting of that specific cloud service.

3) Then comes the issue of dealing with the very few security
flaws when they do happen. People panic and immediately switch
to other CSP and IT staff also do feel uneasy and worry it may
occur again. So, thinking of what security is really is in the Cloud
and Cyber space is different than dealing with making sure
security is always enforced and 100% covering the perimeter in
the cloud.
4) The last issue that is important in my opinion is the
reliability of security in the Cyber space and Cloud Computing
a lot of users question the reliability of security in that field but
users cannot always live in fear and worry about the safety of files

Controversies
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securing the cloud and that will create a sense and atmosphere
of constant struggle in the cloud innovative technology which
will draw the users of the cloud away eventually from utilizing
the cloud. I do not call it fear I call it uncertainty created by the
relentless attitude of the hackers to destroy the cloud industry to
reach a goal and that is to satisfy their wish of destruction and to
prove that they can bring this innovative down to its knees. The
only negative on the experts who came up with the cloud is that
they did not consider I will not say think ahead that problems like
that will happen. I mean intrusion and breaches existed before
the cloud innovative technology but the severity and the amount
of damages that can be caused are of a larger magnitude than the
normal or old traditional platform.

Problems

Most users are confused about what is the cloud really is
and what is the purpose of using it. That confusion is from lack
of education, training, and use of the innovative technology. You
cannot afford to use this innovative technology with the idea that
it is a hit-and-miss which means use the cloud if you lose your
files we can restore it for you and they are always backed up and
the CSP is 100% secure all the time which most Cloud companies
use the marketing scheme to promote their CSP to customers
selling them that our cloud service and hosting is 100% secure.
NO cloud service and hosting is 100% secure. There is 100%
secured access and preferably on the “Private” cloud not public
or hybrid cloud. Security is a very tough field to strengthen and
fix but it can be managed on the long run by proper planning and
the concept of laymen term “Staying on top of things” so as users,
security software developers, and CSP we must work Harder than
usual it is a joint demanding effort and that leads to problem #
4: “THE BLAME GAME”. THE BLAME GAME: who is at fault when
an intrusion or breach happens? Is it the lack of security of the
CSP or IT staff caught snoozing, or the nature of the Internet and
TCP/IP technology? Or is it the user’s fault for uploading so many
important files that can be considered in some cases so sensitive,
or classified, remember user’s privacy is key and that violates
the concept of CIA (Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability)
all three are so crucial for the cloud innovative technology to be
considered reliable and really 100% secured. I do not declare
the cloud industry as 100% secure and that is a slight ongoing
problem but we can do so many other things to manage and
control it rather than attempt to “fix” it or “correct it” like what
some few individuals proclaim sometimes every time a security
program is released companies get so thrilled and so excited they
flood the market this is the “ONE” to deter intrusions and prevent
them until the bad guys “Find a way” and eventually they will and
they do. It is a constant battle.
So these are the things you can adopt to control and manage
your security flaws that may happen very rarely: 1) Secure the
perimeter (Anti-Virus, Anti-Malware), 2) Update the operating
system by installing the updates your computer flags you for
it, 3) Don’t fall victim and go to URLs that even they begin with
https that does not mean they are not a “Hit” site which means an
imitation of the real site and they will launch a virus or malware
on your pc, 4) DO not share any files on the cloud or even your

laptop or desktop, 5) DO not open suspicious email or download
any program YOU DO NOT NEED, 6) DO not share USB or copy
files from USB either. Use common Cloud services to share and
then download files these cloud services have anti-virus software
that will prevent being infected.

Now comes the tough task of what data you upload to the
cloud and how to bes protect it. Upload to the Cloud only the
files that you consider “important” enough but yet if they are
tampered with or stolen won’t put you at risk! Here is my dive
to all CLOUD USERS. If it is risky DO not upload it. If it looks risky
DO not download it. DO NOT SET YOURSELF up for failure. DO not
upload a file that will make hate your life afterwords. Remember
the Cloud innovative technology can be wide open so you could
be somewhat at very few times vulnerable and your privacy at
stake. Compare apples to apples before you chose or create a
cloud account compare all companies and look for performance
and security. Most users want FREE cloud accounts or FAST. This
is not “Optimal” to me all technology users now want “TOP, MAX,
FASTEST, and most CONVNEINET” cloud or computer technology.
I disagree. It should ne reliability, accessibility, security, and
performance.

Social Media and Social Networking and the Cloud and
Its Potential Problems

The location of server where the files are in the case of social
media and social networking such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
Snapchat, Instagram, Pinterest, YouTube, Google+, and so on is
a troubling and alarming fact that a lot of users surprisingly to
me are not at all Concerned with the location of the server where
their files or their posts are posted. The irony is that there is so
much excitement sometimes beyond control that they all flock
posting and uploading files not knowing where they go and
where they are stored and WHO really HAS OWNERSHIP of these
files or posts unless they pose no problem for the user because
like the old saying goes “No harm No Foul” but my issue and big
question is “How long are these files and posts kept and who has
ownership of them”. I personally believe that too many individuals
that some may have some responsibility in maintaining these files
will advocate everything is under control and fine but my view is
that ALL social media now is CLOUD based some are not so use
it with caution not that the owners or Social media programs are
out to get you or the Cloud service providers are out to get out it
is better to be safe than sorry that is my advice.

Education of teen agers and young children when chatting in
these social media is so insanely important they can fall miserably
to Cyber bullying, Cyber stalking, Cyber harassment, and Cybersex
which could lead to trauma and sometimes a innocent child
can take his or her own life because of it. Parents must not put
pressure beyond belief over their children internet and social
media use nor control it or monitor they need to go down to their
level and encourage them to use it but advise them they will do it
behind your back anyway. So be there for them but gain their trust
so when they are threatened from chatting or bullying you do it
right for them. Tell them not to threaten anyone on social media or
post a proactive or obscene picture to any gender, race, or color. A
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lot of parents refuse so bluntly to be their kids “Friends” but they
forget that when you are their enemy they will go to social media
for “Escape” from reality and it is a relief and therapeutic to them
because social media is ADDICTIVE like cigarettes, Drugs, Sex, or
TV once you are hooked on social media you are done unless it is
your field of expertise as if you are a graphic designer.
Parents should encourage their children to attend how
to “Safely” use social media and in a “Limited and controlled”
manner every day. Children now a day are glued to the Mobile
phones hunched over and it is sad to see they have become slaves
of the social media technology. Some do not have social skills
because of it.
Keep it simple when it comes to use of social media it is all
risky so use it when you “NEED” to. IT is okay to post fun stuff but
to upload personal or some private posts may backfire on you at
the end. Also, the less account you have in social media programs
the better it is since most users have the same passwords for all
social media accounts so once one password is cracked all your
other accounts are open.

Most social media programs have no fee to have users create
an account and utilize them and that is where they get you. IT is
free so people love free stuff and you are posting and uploading
your files for free do you see the picture here? Internet should be
free and it is but YOUR PRIVACY HAS NO SET PRICE.

Conclusion

There is no “CRYSTAL BALL” to predict or assure that any Cloud
architecture will be forever 100% secure. No one guarantees it
no one is ready to make that statement either and if one does it
is absolute nonsense. Either they are lying to themselves or the
customers. NO one wants or likes to always live in denial, or fear,
or fake promises to the average user. It is a fact Cyberspace and
Cloud Computing Security is a serious issue. Vulnerability and
being susceptible to intrusions, breaches, and break in is the
cancer of the Cloud. No guaranteed solution exists and works for
now to make sure it prevents intrusions 100% all the time yet but
it can be controlled and lessened but not contained or completely
prevented. That is my statement on this and I am ready always
to update and upgrade my skillset and experience to make the
perimeter 100% secure of the Cloud until my tool or approach
breaks then you must revamp the old system and build and
design a new one. It is that simple. To be a Cyberspace and Cloud
Computing expert you must evolve and keep up with the bad guys
and to do that you must stay creative and innovative. You also
must keep a healthy mind and keep up with the technology both
hardware and software. The underlying essence of successful and
secure Cyberspace and Cloud Computing expert is not to only
address or be sufficient with the challenging vulnerability of the
cloud and cyberspace or to always improve the overall security of
the cloud and make its access more restricted and tighter there
are the more challenges or issues here that a Cyberspace and a
Cloud computing security expert must be concerned with so he/
she can get 100% secure cloud or Cyberspace but in reality I
advocate that only > 95% solid Cyberspace and Cloud Computing
can really be achieved even though 100% is needed since in

my own opinion you can never secure the Cloud or Cyberspace
100% it is not attainable or possible companies advocate so
and claim so but often the bad guys or hackers do prove them
wrong! You cannot just enforce 100% secure and not vulnerable
Cyberspace or Cloud Computing through just security software,
Anti-Virus, Anti-Malware software, my “best efficient approach
and “Optimal” method of “Perfect” practice is the application
of software system recovery (Operating System), backup, and
“Immediate” installation and application of updates as called on by
the different three Operating System platforms (Linux, Windows,
and Mac OS) and must be routinely performed. Also, additional
in-house security algorithms must be used and developed always
to combat, LESSEN, or deter attacks. In my opinion and standards,
YOU CAN NEVER STOP OR PREVENT ATTACKS you can LESSEN
them and deter them. For example, 1) Deterrent controls are
set in place to prevent any purposeful attack on a cloud system,
2) Preventative controls upgrade the strength of the system by
managing the vulnerabilities (e.g. Alkadi’s MIST 4.0 discussed in
the next section), 3) Corrective controls are used to reduce the
effect of an attack, and 4) Detective controls are used to detect any
attacks that may be occurring on the system.
You need always to EPXECT the UNEXPECTED so you DO NOT
GET DOWN ON YOUR KNEES and that is when IT and CEOs PANIC
and this has happened many times and this situation has been
labeled as “Dropping the BALL” or simple plain ole panic. And it
has happened many times and I have seen it and witnessed it and
there is only one way to handle this NOT TO PANIC and DEAL with
the situation “NOT LIVE IT”. You need to have two teams on Cloud
Crisis management/response team to respond to the reported
break in or breach of the cloud or cyberspace and then you need
a good cloud disaster recovery team not bunch of arrogant or
irresponsible IT know-it-all staff. Response to the disaster is key
your main goal is NOT JUST TO 1) Get back up online, and 2) Get
user’s access to their data, or 3) go to being online or recover
files or JUST TO GET BACK UP ONLINE THEN YOU ARE BACK TO
SQUARE ONE! What I mean by this is to GET BACK WHERE YOUR
SYSTEM HALTED due to “intrusions or breaches NOT CRASH
“system crash daily or hourly (due to hardware mishaps, Software
glitches, or data storage devices failure and application software
which allows users to manage (upload, and download) data files
(text, Images, voice).

Users must be aware of popups, unwanted ads, adware,
malware, spyware, social engineering, and shoulder surfing, a
way in which people can look over a user’s shoulder to obtain
passwords or information they are inputting on their devices.
Always be leery of where you are sending and downloading your
private data, especially when using the cloud. As a cloud security
expert, I promote awareness of using the cloud as not only for
the prime purpose of convenience– but always exercise care
and be alert. It is the price we pay for technological civilization.
A byproduct of technological civilization and advancement
is “Cybercrime”. As we advance technologically, we must also
be prepared to secure these technologies. As such, we must
also be prepared to sacrifice convenience. This is a fact. I like
to bring special attention to this special critical challenging
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dilemma “Security Trends in Mobile Cloud Computing and Social
Networking”. This special challenge I will focus on state-of-the-art
research paradigms on security aspects in social networking and
cloud computing, particularly on advances in mobile computing
technologies and related areas.

IAP (Intrusions Analysis Programs IAP): an acronym I use
to continuously analyze intrusions by writing software to do so).
They could be another way to help a user cope with the effects of
intrusions on data saved on the cloud r in cyberspace.

IDS (Intrusion Detection Software): an acronym used to
describe all programs that are on the market such as SNORT and
Wireshark which monitors the network and can help you detect
or it can detect NOT all the time all potential threats which may
lead to intrusions if NOT caught right on time and cleverly NO IT
staff should be snoozing that is why it is called monitoring. NO
blinking afforded here.

Data Total Cost of Ownership: The never ending
controversial question of who owns the data NOW, tomorrow, and
when it gets deleted upon user’s request.

IDP (Intrusions Detection Program): an acronym I use
to continuously detect intrusions by writing software to do so)
allow the IT staff or control monitoring station to detect any
possible attacks or intrusions. These programs are helpful to
detect intrusions, but as mentioned elsewhere, it may be too late
to prevent or block any damage to stored data.

IPP (Intrusions Prevention Programs): These sets of
programs are harder to write. The cyberspace and cloud criminals
are skillful in learning how new updates have been written to
software. Even though one may use these programs, it is good to
remember that we cannot prevent attacks 100% of the time.

CIA Triad: It is a triad that has the following items as they
constitute the acronym CIA: 1) Confidentiality which is securing
the cloud and enforcing data privacy on the hosting server side,
2) Integrity which is keeping up with the user’s data most recent
copies of updates and also keep it isolated, available, and safe, and
3) Availability of the cloud which is making sure the cloud servers
network is fail-safe ready at all times.

Cloud user awareness: The degree and amount of knowledge
the user is willing to comprehend and apply when using the cloud
to its full capabilities. For example, how long they are online using
the cloud, the type of files they upload, the amount of data, and
the last thing which is the most important element is here once
you post it on the cloud it is etched in stone. So, users have to
know their own awareness of cloud use is KEY.

IRP (Intrusions Recovery Programs IRP): an acronym I use
to continuously recover from intrusions by writing software to do
so). However, this program of this type is needed to aid in recovery
of data that is lost from an intrusion. Most recovery work is done
by the IT CSP. There should be a systematic, standard approach to
data recovery being retrieved from all sources.
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Abstract
Focused, intensive attention must be paid to the nature and actual
structure of the cloud that is used. Private clouds are totally different
than public clouds and this constitutes a huge difference. The user,
IT staff and the CSP must work together to educate and update the
necessary software and/or hardware to make sure that the 0cloud
remains at least safer than average. It is never the case that the cloud
is safe all of the time. It becomes safer from day to day because of
improvements in security software. Persons who are resistant to the
use of the cloud will continue to discourage the average user from
using the cloud. These persons continually focus on the vulnerability
of cloud storage. The topic, “Cloud Safety,” has been the stumbling
block that deters most users from using the cloud. Some have used
it to its full capacity, but some are cautious because of the repeated
warnings or negative campaigning against the use of the cloud. The
cloud is an innovative technology; it is a breakthrough phenomenon
that got caught up in a very open ended controversy about whether
it is as efficient to use as a traditional platform to store important
information and to maintain the user’s privacy. Naturally, if the user
fears the loss of his personal privacy and confidentiality through an
unsafe storage system such as the cloud, trust in the cloud is lost.

Figure 4: Is the online and Cloud safe to use 100% of the tme

Introduction

The goal of any IT and CSP is to provide an architecture that
is 100% safe from intrusion. In the professional opinion of this
author, that goal is unrealistic. Tight and severely restricted
access to the cloud will deter intrusions, making them much more
difficult to accomplish. Most intruders, known for their recurring
strikes at a particular cloud site, realizing that there is very tight
security enforced, will not strike at this site over and over again.
However, some intruders are of highly unethical character and

Chapter 5
will not give up their quest to intrude on a cloud site, no matter
how tight the security may be. When the user becomes aware of
an intrusion, he must shut down his port and/or IP address. If the
intruder uses brute force or many DDoS, then there are options.
The user can disable his active port or shut down his machine or
server until he traces the source of the malicious intruder and
reverse the action he is trying to inflict. This author’s goal is to
lessen the numbers of intrusions. Intrusions cannot be stopped
or blocked completely because there is no such thing as a 100%
secure cloud. Cloud safety is not always 100%.
This author believes that secure cloud access implementation
can be reached at the 100% level. This level of security may
be reached through a mechanism that in theory and practice
will make the CSP unbreakable and less likely to be infiltrated.
The perimeter of the cloud can be secured (James, 2014). To
secure the perimeter means that all experiments and trial runs
of the methodology, algorithms, procedure, checklist, adopted
multifactor authentication and no password retrieval whatsoever
are activated. This eliminates the intruder and the user less
chance of tracing the source of the session. There are a variety
of ways to retrieve passwords or recall them without having
to display any hints on the screen or to go through menus of
questions and answers. In this author’s professional opinion,
that defeats the purpose of security and adds to making it more
vulnerable. Currently, there exist many forms of authenticating
the validity of user identity such as device identification and
email with a Personal Identification Number (PIN).
Securing the perimeter can be reached 100% by building
a wall around the pass resetting algorithm. There should be
a limited number of access attempts. The user must (1) set
himself up for success; and (2) avoid high risk situations that
give intruders even the smallest chance of getting into the cloud
in order to tamper with and sabotage the stored data. The CSP
and cyberspace algorithm must always be updated to eliminate a
one-chance access, a weak password associated with the account,
or one successful break of the protection or blocking algorithm.
In this author’s view, marquee algorithms such as Dijkstra’s
algorithm do not die. But the security algorithms regarding the
cloud do eventually phase out (Gallaher, 2013). They eventually
break and become obsolete. New algorithms based on the older
ones or totally new innovative ones must be devised. The most
proven algorithms that have had the fundamental basic concepts
intact for many years, for example, Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) must be kept in use as new ones are developed. This author
will present his new, innovative, creative and revolutionary
algorithm called “HAZE” following his “MIST” (Alkadi, 2015).
The main goal of any CSP is to secure the cloud 100% by
using encryption to guard against DDoS and ultimately protect
the privacy and confidentiality of the user’s data. The CSP wants
to assure that the backup systems can restore the user’s private
data to the previous point when he had a halting point due to the
unavailability of the cloud system. The CSP administrator must
establish a procedure of recovery and threat surveillance by
analysis and serious monitoring of the CSP. True dedication to
this task is mandatory to promote the safe use of cloud storage.
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Cloud safety is at stake allowing breaches and intrusions to
occur if there are resentful employees. Sometimes personal
circumstances of an employee such as layoffs, discrimination,
dead-end jobs or simply spite, can lead employees to commit
a heinous technological crime by destroying a user’s data or
selling it. This author believes that about 75% of the cloud safety
vulnerability and crime may be created by disgruntled employees.
The cloud is used improperly. The user must exercise safety in
what is stored in the cloud. He must remove or delete any old files
that could cause a major problem in the event that the account
is compromised. The user does not log off when he leaves his
account. Many users never log off; they simply exit the window
that is open. This constitutes unsafe use of the cloud and leaves
the user vulnerable to intrusions. The user stays on the cloud in
one session to too long. In the view of this author, any session
should be limited to less than ten (10) minutes. The less time
the user is on the cloud, the less vulnerable he becomes. Being
online puts the user at risk. Open Wi Fi such as coffee shops are
especially risky. Tthe user falls victim to a social engineering lie or
trick. This happens when credentials are acquired illegally as the
result of an intruder who makes a random call to impersonate an
IT worker. The intruder asks for private credentials. If the user
accepts the call and provides the information, havoc and mayhem
result. Tthe user falls victim to trusted or anonymous attackers.
These are attackers that continue to invade sites by updating their
break in skills each time a new security feature is introduced.
An anonymous group may inspire many youngsters to hack or
commit break ins. The user is the victim of traffic eavesdropping.
This is difficult to do, but once an outsider is successful at taping
or listening to the session via the port id, then they have the
ability to eavesdrop and collect personal information. This is
much like phishing which lead to serious breaches into the user’s
information. The unaware user shares his files and distributes
them throughout his personal networks and other cloud accounts.
This is a leading cause of cloud safety. People who love rumors
and spreading news carry the same mentality in the internet and
the cloud technology. All files that may be considered “cool” or
“hot news” run through the cloud quickly. If the files are infected
or not protected, then the cloud is at risk. Users should exercise
extreme caution before they hit the send key to transmit a file
or a picture that is “cool” to them, but which may infect or leave
vulnerable all who receive the file. The hack attack is eminent.
Not all files and pictures are designed to be shared on the cloud.
Cloud companies are screening files and pictures to make certain
that they are not high-risk in nature. This action can save their
cloud infrastructure from becoming an infested, attack-friendly
site.

are securely installed by a highly-qualified individual, this will
not be enough to satisfy the matter of the safety of data stored on
the cloud. In fact, it seems convenient to believe that it is never
safe to store data on the cloud. In my opinion, data storage in the
cloud is safer now than it has ever been before. It is safe enough
for users to feel confident enough to migrate their from the older,
more traditional platforms and devices such as USBs. The cloud,
however, is never 100% safe. In order for the cloud to be as safe
as possible there must be a sophisticated and ongoing security
algorithm that is actually beyond optimal. This algorithm must
be in constant update mode to combat all new attacking schemes
and modalities. In order to make this happen the user must rely
on highly qualified software and technology security personnel
who are confident enough in their own skills to keep a clear
thought process and avoid panic when extraordinary actions on
the cloud may occur. It is difficult to train enough technologists
with superior skills in software programming and the technology
security skillset and background to assure the safety of the cloud
for data storage. This author believes that it is safer now to store
data on the cloud if the user will heed the recommendations given
in Chapter 4, and use the cloud with caution.

Cloud innovative technology has been introduced to make
data storage and retrieval more convenient. The stored data
is accessible at all times and from anywhere; greater amounts
of data may be stored; and, the cloud is reliable, dependable,
and machine independent. It makes no difference whether the
Macintosh, Windows, or Linux Operating System is used to access
the cloud. If all elements of a cloud system (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS)

This author advocates that data safety in cloud storage could
be increased if there were a policy governing the violation of
data storage. No policies or sentences have been set for attacking
anhy cloud system, yet there have been stern penalties because of
internet misuse. It is also the opinion of this author that examples
should be made of these perpetrators and that probably this could
raise the safety of cloud storage over 98%. On the other hand, the

Is Storing Data Safer on the Cloud?

When asking the question of the safety of data stored in the
cloud, one must also ask the question about the ease of cracking
a password. It may be too easy to crack a password, but this can
be remedied by a password strength checker. It may be too late
to save stored data once an account is compromised. The hackers
will get into the data. The data is not safer on the cloud if the
password is easily cracked, so the user must always be aware of
the type of data that is put on the cloud. The type of data the user
puts on the cloud makes it labeled safer or not.
Insufficient or untested intrusion detection and prevention
mechanisms or algorithms leave the data on the cloud in unsafe
circumstances although they may be safer than ever. According
to this author’s standard, the data is not safe. There should be
a task force that constantly develops and stays abreast of the
latest intrusion techniques. Before the full implementation of a
new security algorithm, these must be rigorously tested to reveal
errors. However, testing may reveal errors but testing does not
prove the absence of errors.

To make the cloud a safer place for data, the user needs to
be ware of protecting his passwords. The passwords should not
be placed around workstations or in apparently hidden places
that may be accessible to the unethical personal working in the
vicinity. The issue is password privacy. The user should protect
this credential and refrain from willfully sharing or exposing them
to anyone. Even the IT staff should not have the user’s passwords.
Passwords simply are not to be shared under any circumstance.
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author also believes that the users, IT, and CSP must do their jobs
to cause the stored data to be as secure as possible.

safe. If a user is not ready to accept this fact, the cloud as a data
storage and use system may not be for him.

Issues

A controversial situation is created because many cloud
users are uncertain about the actual definition of the cloud as it
applies to computer technology. They are also unsure about the
characteristics of the cloud that give users the avenue to store
and manage files as well as to make use of the added benefits
available through the use of the cloud technology (see Chapters 1
and 2). The ambiguity concerning cloud security causes concern
to the user, but as stated previously, the cloud is not secure 100%
of the time. However, the user must move forward to overcome
this fact so that other positive qualities of the cloud technology
may be utilized to the fullest benefit to the user. Also a controvesy
can arise when operating systems and/or cloud subsystems
incompatibility is not considered prior to installation of the
cloud. There are apparent incompatibilities that are minor and
many times almost hidden from the naked eye of the average user.
This author, an experienced computer scientist, understands
that incompatibility can pose situations that will have negative
effects on how the average user perceives the cloud. The user
may not understand that because of incompatibilities, the cloud
performance is not standard at all times. Also, when the user
considers the financial cost of using the cloud. In theory and
practice, the more expensive the cloud service, the safer and more
reliable the service will be. This holds true with the current cloud
technology available to the user. Based on historical customer
reviews, the lower the financial cost, the less safety and reliability
of the cloud service will be found. The financial cost of cloud
services along with verified records of performance will help
the user to make wise choices when deciding to use the cloud.
In a lot ways a controversy happens when considering a way
to measure the reliability of a cloud service. The cloud service
provider must be able to assure his products. There are many
cloud services from which the user may choose; the user not only
must study and analyze each service to determine what is offered,
but also become familiar with the cloud service provider’s record
of standing behind its promises to provide the services. A cloud
service provider can go out of business if it does not live up to
its promises to the user. It is also apparent when considering
the best way to measure the efficiency of each cloud service.
Before the efficiency of the cloud service can be measured,
there must be some agreement on the definition of “efficiency.”
Efficiency may mean: (1) speed in transferring files; (2) ability
to connect, log on, and gain access; (3) restoration of files and
the session online once attacked by a hacker; and, (4) hardware,
machine, and operating system independence. It is the author’s
professional opinion that although there are existing metrics to
measure the efficiency of each cloud service, there is no one that
stands out as being more effective than the others. There is no
guaranteed metric that can be used to evaluate the efficiency of
a cloud service. It is the responsibility of each sector, whether
private, business, or government to describe the expectations
of an efficient cloud service. A controversial situation remains
concerning the consistency of the safety of the cloud for each

Issues, Controversies, and Problems

The importance of issues relevant to cloud safety depends on
the outlooks of the user, It employees and the CSP staff, this author
believes that the primary issues include but are not limited to the
following:

The importance of cloud safety. All parties including the user,
the CSP, and the hardware and software provider must work
together to arrange that all elements are operating in concert to
provide more safety in the cloud. As stated previously, keeping
the cloud storage safe 100% all the time is impossible. Intrusions
are possible all the time and they cannot be prevented. The
average user, CSP, and IT employees would like to prevent them all
the time, but that has not been possible. The issues of reliability
and dependability are far more important than intense focus on
cloud safety. It may be that the average user will refuse to use the
cloud at all if it is deemed less than 100% secure. This should not
be the case. Chapter 4 gave specific actions that the average user
may take to do all he can to assure the safety of his data stored in
the cloud. The safety of the cloud is everyone’s concern and it will
be a never-ending battle because of the nature and design of the
cloud infrastructure. Safety of the cloud is not, in this author’s
professional opinion, disastrous. The safety has improved so that
the margin of error has become minimal but potential intrusions
and break ins threaten the cloud and always puts its safety at a
high and doubtful status and makes it more vulnerable and risky
to use. The lack of users’ understanding the definition of “cloud,”
as applied to computer technology. Many users are not aware that
they are using the cloud applications and data storage systems.
The further inadequate knowledge about cloud safety is another
issue that causes problems to the user. The clear definitions of
these terms and widening the knowledge base of the computer
user depend upon constant training, education, workshops or
seminars. This author believes that it is too much to expect that
high school students should be taught in depth concepts about
data storage in the cloud. He also feels that the average user
is not going to use online sources or a course of study to learn
about the cloud. Users tend to want to use the “new and cool”
technology without considering the advantages, disadvantages,
or shortcomings that it may have. The potential user, in order
to understand the major concepts about data storage in the
cloud, must do his own research to investigate whether using the
technology is the best means to improve daily life. By the standard
of this author, the cloud does improve much of the business and
daily lives. Users must not take technology for granted and trust it
blindly. Users, IT employees and executives, and CSP employees
and executives must do their homework in order to assure the
best use of the cloud. The correct protocols to use to manage and
maintain files, use data, make data accessible, keep the passwords
private, exercise care and back up, spend less time on line, and
then trust the technology –all of these will improve the safety of
the cloud. Once again, it must be stated: the cloud is not 100%

Controversies
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online session. According to this author’s professional opinion
and standards, consistency of safety for each online session is
more important than the more global concept of 100% safety on
the cloud all the time. Using the cloud online is a big concern to
users, IT staff, and the CSP. Many people do not comprehend how
critical it is to know that when they are one the cloud, they are not
on the internet. The internet is used to get connected to a cloud
infrastructure which provides more than file data storage. It
includes utility programs, productivity software, databases, files,
records, and tools. This service is much more than just the same
File Transfer Protocol (FTP).

Problems

Before you rush and misjudge the cloud trust that misusing
or not knowing how to use the cloud is a problem. Users tend
to become avid in utilizing the benefits of the cloud or they get
out of cloud use entirely. The cloud is an infant technological
advance and has had its problems that caused some distrust in its
capabilities, especially its safety from intrusions. The avid users
must be involved in continuing education to be kept informed on
any changes and limitations of the cloud technology. Those that
have moved away from cloud usage altogether must reconsider
the abandonment and determine within themselves the reasons
why they refuse to enjoy the many benefits offered by the cloud. It
is a know fact that Breaches and incompatibility present problems.
There is not a unique and powerful supporting tool to react to
breaches and incompatibility consequences. Tools to respond to
breaches must be developed and updated on a regular basis. The
Norton Disk Doctor circa 1980’s and today’s anti-virus programs
such as Symantec, MacAfee, and Avast are tools that are currently
available. The next innovative systems to address breaches
and incompatibility would be developed best by a worldwide
consortium that agrees that the system must: (1) recover the files
for the user without forcing them to request it from the IT or CSP;
(2) report any cloud problem to IT or CSP instantly to initiate an
action on the server maintenance side, not the client side; (3)
log an entry in a history file that will serve as a guide to secure
that account from getting its password cracked or its credentials
released, thus protecting the gate to access of all the files for
that user; and (4) allow the IT or CSP to be the mediator of the
disaster and recovery response actions to make certain that all
issues are considered from the standpoints of the client and the
cloud network server. The perception of an unsafe cloud can be
changed to one of a safe, useable cloud can be changed with these
tools along with open competition among the cloud providers.
This author believes that recovery and maintenance tools for any
cloud infrastructure are critical. Security of information stored in
the cloud is a problem. This is a problem now, and it will extend
far into the future. This problem has caused user distrust as well
as unethical attempts on the part of cloud services companies to
convince prospective clients that their service provides a cloud
that is 100% secure. The user must be wary of such claims because
he has become educated to the fact that there is no such thing
as 100% cloud security all of the time. The infancy of the cloud
technology is a problem. Although the cloud is considered to be a
relatively new technology, it originated in the early 2000’s and it

has reached toward a more complete implementation within the
last 10 years. As with all new technologies, users either reject it in
fear of its unproven use and flaws, or they become enraged with it
and use it to the fullest extent possible.

Solutions and Recommendations

This author, being a computer scientist with years of practical
experience, does not believe that there are solutions to cloud
safety that should be etched in stone so that all users, IT staff and
CSP will automatically follow them. It is this author’s professional
opinion that specific solutions must be avoided because by
his standard and in his opinion, by the time anyone provides a
solution for a safer cloud, the unethical intruders will be studying
it and working diligently to break the procedure or algorithm
involved in it. The author does not provide a solution to ensure
cloud safety because it will never be 100% safe. The solution
will be analyzed and the wall that was created by an algorithm
or safety reinforcement procedure will be penetrated by the
informed hacker.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are given to provide a cloud
environment that is as safe as can be expected: 1) Minimize online
time and time on the cloud. The IT or CSP should educated, train
and demonstrate the danger and risk associated with too lengthy
use of online or cloud opportunities. It is not wise for the IT or
CSP to dictate the length of time he should be online or using
the cloud. The continuing education sessions that include facts
based on statistics that are graphically presented can help the
average user understand why lengthy sessions online or using
the cloud are not advisable. Seek cloud efficiency as defined by
three specific sectors: governmental, academic, and private.
Governmental Sector: ______________ (CAC) does a commendable
job to ensure secured access to the cloud, but it does not guarantee
100% cloud safety. The advice of this author is to use a private
cloud. The private is best for classified and sensitive information.
There must be one person assigned to filter and approve the
information that is being uploaded or downloaded into the user’s
data bases. Notwithstanding funding for this personnel position,
it is crucial that one person have the stated responsibility of
filtering and approving all information that is going on the cloud
storage system. The public cloud should be used for leisure and
more personal information of interest to the public. However, the
user is once again cautioned to be extremely careful about placing
information on the public cloud. It is his responsibility in case
any unintended consequences occur. Academic Sector: IT rules in
the academic site do not ensure 100% secured access to the cloud
or 100% cloud safety. There should be one person responsible
for filtering and approving all information to be included in cloud
storage. The use of private clouds is highly recommended when
information is filtered and approved. The use of public clouds
is at the discretion of each student and faculty of the affected
academic institution. Private Sector: It rules in the private sector
do not ensure either 100% secured access to or 100% safety of
the cloud that is provided. Filtering and approving data that is
being uploaded and downloaded should be done by a specific
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person assigned to perform these tasks. If data is filtered and
monitored, the private cloud is highly recommended for the sake
for data safety. Each student, faculty, or staff are use the public
cloud at his own discretion. In all three sectors, government,
academic, and public, this author recommends adherence to the
CIA model of operation: confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

Conclusion

The cloud is not 100% safe, but it is safer now than ever before.
The safety of the cloud depends upon the user who makes wise
choices when utilizing the cloud. The cloud is usually considered
always vulnerable. The latest cloud innovative technology is a
breakthrough, proven to be reliable, dependable, and performing
at a high standard. As a highly skilled computer technologist,
researcher in the field of computer technology, and experienced
teacher of computer technology at the college level, it is my
opinion that cybersecurity and cloud computing security will be
the Achilles Heel for the cloud and all computer technology. The
cloud should be used with confidence and without fear. When the
intrusions happen, the best action to take is to attack the issue at
its source and to protect the cloud by securing the perimeter of
the cloud. Be aware of and execute the proper protocol of using
the cloud. Minimize the amount of time spent on the cloud. The
cloud is the optimal way to be productive because, in this author’s
opinion and in his highest standards of computer data storage
operations, the cloud is:
• User friendly.

• Machine independent.

• Independent of operating system used.
• Accessible from anywhere.

• Reliable, dependable, and available 24 hours every day.

• A topic that lends itself to ongoing, in service education for users.
• Easy to upgrade by installing software or intrusion patches.

• A pleasure for the user if he, along with the IT and the CSP work
to their highest potential to use the cloud correctly and prevent
intrusions and repeated intrusions from unethical hackers.

I strongly recommend that you engage these necessary 4 D’s:
1) Document, 2) Deliver on time and perfect form, 3) Debrief and
4) Don’t let the bad guys get you down. In the author’s opinion,
there are many metrics available to measure the efficiency of a
cloud service but none stand out as the best or most preferred
way to determine cloud service efficiency.

Key Terms and Definitions

Cloud Safety: The status of the cloud ability to hold the CIA
triad, safety, and privacy of the user data 100% of the time.

Insider Job: The crime committed by an intruder who works
inside an organization as a employee labeled as “resentful”
unhappy with himself and plans and plots to revenge against
his own employer out of spite by intruding and destroying the
employers data to make a point he is strong but it shows nothing
but mere weakness and low ethics and mental capability on his
part.
Operating System Incompatibility: The inconsistencies
and differences that still exist, contrary to the common belief,
between the three major operating systems: Windows, MAC OS,
and Linux and that is my professional opinion, which affects and
has major influence on the overall Cloud performance software
and hardware.

Cloud Beach The successful penetration aka intrusion which
is then manifested into inflict damages by either stealing, wiping,
or using the data as a threat to embezzle or sabotage a user. This
is knows as a successful breach.
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Chapter 6

Abstract
Intelligence can only result when an abundance of the correct
and perfect data is collected. Data collection is time consuming and
difficult because the data must be filtered to find the appropriate data
to analyze in order to compose the findings, or intelligence, provided
by the data. “Normalization “is the technical term for filtering and
finding the appropriate data needed to determine intelligence. “Data
cleansing” is another technical term used to describe the process
of eliminating any duplicates, invalid, or unrelated pieces of data.
The researcher needs the purest data possible. Raw data does the
researcher very little good since it is stored data but it has not been
processed or analyzed in any way. It may be in a scattered form.

Figure 5: Data Analytics and Intelligence where decisions are drawn

Once data is cleansed, then analysis and intelligence can
become a reality. It takes continuous effort, relentless hours of
data analysis and rigorous data filtering for the applicable data
to be assuredly useful to the researcher. Any credible researcher
should sort the data, cleanse it, and save a new, fresh set of data to
use as a basis for the intelligence needed to make the best decision
concerning the problem to be solved. Because the process of
using data appropriately is so time consuming, the user becomes
vulnerable to cyber-attacks. There is always a race against time
when considering cyber-attacks and cyber security (Judith, 2012).
The last things that cyber-security and Cyberspace experts want
to do are (1) to waste time trying to analyze data that is unfit or
not related to the situation under study; (2) to analyze data in a
traditional way; (3) to download huge amounts of data; and (4) to
spend inordinate amounts of time concerning data integrity. Data
with integrity has been filtered, cleansed, deemed appropriate for
the research, and stands as a help to lead to the proper intelligence
and decisions.

Issues, Controversies, Problems
Issues

There are many issues concerning the cloud as perfect source
for analytics and intelligence. In this author’s professional
opinion, these are the most significant issues: Analysis must use
the cloud’s innovative technology and stop using the outdated
modes of data collection and analysis. The cloud’s innovative
technology makes data acquisition much easier, faster, and with
much less duplication. Therefore, the analytics and intelligence

are done faster. Users must understand that data collection is a
long, gruesome process that takes an inordinate amount of time
and patience. Time must be spent to determine certain “trends.”
The cloud creates a convenient, fast way to provide the appropriate
data that is always accessible from anywhere at any time. This in
itself simplifies analytics and intelligence. The user must become
familiar with the process of “normalizing” data to limit the data
to only those pieces that are useable for the research underway.
The very few data that are applicable must be perfected. This is
a case of quality more than quantity. It is better to have fewer
high quality data than many resources that are inapplicable or of
poorer quality. “Data cleansing,” if done on a weekly basis will
help to continually eliminate unsuitable data. A Data Cleansing
Task Force Team should be available to oversee cleansing the
data without violating data privacy or confidentiality. Users
must understand the meaning of “Big Data.” This is an issue
because all of the cloud systems store their data in a form of “Big
Data.”(Behl, 2011). However, this term is confusing to those who
do not realize that “Big” does not mean great amounts of data; the
process of cleansing is what is “Big.” The cleansed data constitute
the Big Data and each user with a valid cloud has access to his Big
Data. There has been o comparative study has been done between
the older processes of data collection and analysis and the newer
Big Data approach. Any valid comparative studies will add to the
body of knowledge needed to validate the usefulness of the Big
Data approach. As of this writing, the author believes that the
Big Data approach supports effective data collection and analytics
which lead to intelligence and sound decisions. There have been
a very limited number of cases where the new process of proper
and effective data collection and analytics have been put to the test
and implemented. An actual trial period is needed to run the new
process to determine its efficiency, applicability, and practicality
(Gonzales, 2014). In this author’s professional opinion, the users
must not try to superimpose their old methods and mindsets
when they are using the newer methods of operations. The newer
methods such as the “Big Data” concept require new actions on
the part of the user.

Controversies

The user’s view of cloud-based data collection may lead him to
some serious questions, especially the Total Cost of Ownership of
the data. Each cloud user has the right to have his data protected
and backed up; he also has the right to own the data. However, the
CSP must make the client fully aware of what happens to stored
data in the event that the account is closed. Where does the data
go? Who owns it? If these questions can be honestly answered by
the CSP, the client should have no question about using the cloud
as a resource for data collection and analysis. The newer cloudbased analytics process pauses many questions of the effectiveness
of the software as well as the expertise of the analysts. Methods
that worked in the old traditional platforms and were not 100%
effective for that model will not work for the newer data analytics
process. The whole process needs to be revamped and computer
experts need more training. The cloud has big data which is
much different than what the older model had. The cloud is more
advanced in that it allows multiple hardware and operating system
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platforms instantly and concurrently. The critical question is the
synchronization of all the software hardware filtered data and the
right inference engine in the intelligence acquisition program to
aid in reaching and agreeing on the proper set of fruitful decisions.
The results of the data collection and analytics have always been
controversial topics. The experts must have collected the proper
amounts of relevant data which they have analyzed properly in
order to make the best decisions. These will be drawn or inferred
from the software or by hand. The inference of intelligence via
software or experts with extraordinary analytical and inferential
powers is a controversy. The researcher must be certain that
enough correct and appropriate data have been collected and that
the analysis process has been productive and relevant. This can
only be assured by repeating the process iteratively until there is
100% surety that only the right set of analyzed data will be fed
into the software or given to the analytical expert. There must be
more one analytics program used and the program analyst must
perform comparative analyses of each set of data analytics. Once
all agree then the tools create intelligence have surfaced. This
author believes that “One Way” or “One Program” to conduct data
analytics is not productive. Having options in computer analysis
is much preferred. The time that is taken to conduct the data
correctly, analyze it correctly, and apply it correctly, will save time
in the long run. Sound decisions are more likely to be the ultimate
outcome. The protection of the user’s data from the analytics and
intelligence process is a controversy. The user must trust those
who are analyzing the data and stating the intelligence found
from the data. This will always be a controversy, whether data is
collected in the older or newer methods.

Problems

There are several problems when considering the cloud
as a support to data collection, analysis, and intelligence.
Accountability for uploading data is a problem. The user must
upload only necessary data. The CSP and It must work diligently
to filter all the data in order to isolate the relevant data from the
unneeded data. Both parties must work to make sure that the
end goal is always good, “fit” data. Routine training, education,
seminars and workshops should be provided for users, IT, and
CSP. The reliability of the process of data collection, analysis,
and intelligence is a problem. Even though the cloud is reliable
in all of its features: accessibility, dependability, speed of data
management and retrieval, data organization, massive storage
virtualization, and better economy of scale, the main problem
remains one of the reliability of the data collection and their
analytics that lead to intelligence and better decisions. Machine
independence and operating system independence is a problem.
As of today, the cloud innovative technology does advocate and
has proven that multiple operating systems can be virtualized
and run on the same or different network of cloud servers and
that these cloud servers can be of different hardware. There are
still some minor inconsistencies that exist but the main stumbling
factor is the interworking of the machine and operating system
working on the same hardware at the same “instant.”

Solutions and Recommendations
Solutions
There are few solutions to the problem of the cloud being a
perfect source for analytics and intelligence. As of this writing,
the author feels strongly about the following solutions.

YES

The fact that the cloud is a perfect source for analytics and
intelligence has been proven though performance during the
last ten years. However, this author believes that the latest SOA
technology and programs should be applied to use the cloud
advanced topology and infrastructure. It is a wast of resources
and technology to continue to use the same data collection and
analytics on a newer platform such as the cloud. Intelligence
has improved because of the new cloud-based software written
especially for analytics and intelligence. In this author’s opinion,
there is always room for improvement and perfection of
intelligence that will lead to more perfect and fruitful decisions.
Also, Cloud architecture allows for faster and more reliable data
retrieval and analysis. The data pool is larger because more
massive storage is available. The cloud is supposedly more
permanent. This leads the intelligence experts to evaluate and
improve the intelligence process by comparing and phasing out
old ways and introducing new ways that lead to a better end
result of intelligence which is a more perfect decision.

NO

Few large entities (governmental, academic, or private) have
installed a cloud infrastructure or utilized the cloud to its fullest
potential. The lack of the cloud Presence in these sectors restricts
them from making the statement that the cloud may be one of
the most perfect sources for analytics and intelligence available in
computer technology today.

Recommendations

From the professional experience of this author and
his work in the field of computer science, he makes these
recommendations. Evaluate to find out whether the cloud is a
perfect source for analytics and intelligence. Do this by installing
and implementing a cloud infrastructure and solution and then
apply the data collection, analytics and intelligence. Keep the
old system of data collection, analytics and intelligence while the
staffs are trained on the newer system. Then do the comparative
studies, debrief, improve, and repeat until perfection is reached.
Get consultation from entities who have used the cloud based
data collection, analysis, and intelligence. Seeing believes and
learning is best achieved through studying successful examples.
If it is more perfect, efficient, or practical to more to some cloudbased intelligence and analytics, get the proper plan on move
forward. This author believes that right now is the time to move
to cloud-based data collection, analysis and intelligence because
of the cloud’s design, its data storage, and big data capability.
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Conclusion
There is no perfect world in any computer technology
because there are always some hidden hardware and/or software
limitations that may appear later on in time. There is no crystal
ball here. Currently, the cloud is the perfect source for data
collection and analytics in theory and from some continued
practice we can deduce this conclusion. Will the cloud-based
data collection, analytics, and intelligence be the perfect solution
into the future? This author cannot say. However, he believes that
the cloud is “better” perfect fit and a more logical and practical
solution than we have had in the past. For now, use of the cloud
is logical for data collection, analysis, and intelligence. It will lead
to sound decisions, but only the user will actually put the decision
to work.

Key Terms and Definitions

Proposed Optimal Data Analytics Engine and Ultimate
Decision Maker Model (ODADM): The author newly proposed
model for optimal data analytics and ultimate decision maker
based on more intensive inference process of data analysis which
leads to better decision making process but there is no guarantee
that the decision made is always a decision that leads to the
greatest possible result it will lead to a good result but does not
guarantees the best results that can be done with experimentation
only and debriefing

Data Normalization: The process of eliminating duplicate
or invalid data from any database that must also performed on
any database residing on the cloud same as in the old traditional
platform of standalone servers or connected servers not running
with cloud operating system on top of the operating system.
Data Cleansing: a term used opposite from data normalization
this experienced author stresses the need to use it since data must
be cleansed which is a total different term than just eliminating
duplicate records or invalid records it is the process of keeping
the data current, up-to-date by keeping tap on the most current
and last backup and what each user uploaded as the last version
of their files. Also, the CSP must keep only valid files according
to the local policy of the business sector which will make the
disaster recovery way easier because you worry about bringing
back less files than you really need which cuts time in half and
time is money.

Data Analytics: The art and science, not just process or
procedure, of analyzing data so cleverly that it leads to the
process of inference which helps then to develop intelligence
based on the knowledge you acquire due to the information your
program (software utility) presents to after it process all the data
you collect during the data collection process.
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Chapter 7

Abstract
You can only make Cloud Computing and Cyberspace security an issue if you FAIL to address and approach it the right way. The user must set
himself up for success. You may succeed one year or two or ten but it will burn you out and you will quit or change careers. it is a mouse and cat
game. They have the upper hand the hackers because they have nothing to lose you have a lot to lose. Who has more at stake? You and the cloud! so,
drill it in your head you will lose if you do not have a fundamental and proven process in trapping that mouse or mice (hackers, intruders, attackers)
for a while then have at it again. There are breaches and intrusions. There will be breaches and intrusions. The user must: get involved by reading,
updating, and learning new things. This field is continually evolving, demanding, and competitive.

Figure 6: Can you protect your data on the cloud snymore with ONLY 2-factor Authentication

How many multi-factor authentications does the
user need to secure information in the cloud?

If the ultimate daily goal is to secure the cloud by preventing
and combating intrusions and breaches, then the CSP and IT must
make the user aware of the possibilities of intrusions. Even in a
private cloud. This author promotes the ideas of protecting the
Cloud perimeter, making certain that the user can successfully
block illegal entry to the Cloud by enforcing only secured access
to the cloud and NOT allowing Password retrieval. This author
recommends that the user shuts down the port of any suspicious
multiple login attempts or his machine if he cannot shut that
troubling port. There should be NO relaxed or flexible policy in
brute force or DDoS. In the author, professional opinion, the user
account should be locked. The user should not give in to any form
of social engineering (phone call, visit, or email). The user should
use monitoring software and be fully aware of all embed secured
layers in all cloud architecture or implementations.

Such examples of embedded secured layers applied in the past
include deterrent control, preventative controls, corrective and
detective controls.
In authors, professional opinion the most critical and
challenging need is to develop security hardening programs that
can be a second layer of added protection. In the past, firewalls
and securing the perimeter of the cloud have worked to some
degree. Most users think they can block or hinder the attack,
threat, or breach because the antivirus is running and ultimately,
they lessen or prevent the attacks. This author believes that
the anti-virus only blocks viruses. This author knows all these

vulnerabilities that cause havoc and mayhem. The CLOUD IS NOT
100% SECURE, but the user can make it SECURELY ACCESSED
ONLY. The user must be on his feet all the time. The average user
also solves puzzles every day. If there are so many vulnerabilities
in the cloud system huge problem is created because of the stress
incurred which may cause some users to admit that the cloud may
be not for them.

Nothing is more controversial than the actual reputation and
reliability of the cloud for its clients. However, that is dependent
on the perception of security! In my professional opinion security
is an ongoing challenge it should not be issue. The user shall
prevail if he does his homework and stays aware exhibiting the
mental stamina to meet the challenge. Cyberspace and Cloud
Computing now is a way of life that takes a special person who
has perseverance and resolve. to solve that puzzle. The user can
feel confident when he understands the vulnerabilities but he
also knows there is also rescue, risk, and disaster management
team in place.
There are some side effects to using the cloud, however,
academic, governmental, and private sectors employ the cloud
as a technical solution and ass this author advocate it the reason
must be because it is “Optimal not best, fastest, most Efficient,
or most convenient” approach to enforce, apply, and use old
and proven, and new Cyberspace and Cloud Computing Security
concepts and tools/algorithms.
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Issues, Controversies, Problems
Issues
There are a many issues concerning Multi-Factor
Authentication when you using the cloud and in securing the
cloud from internal intrusions. Approximately 80% or more of the
cloud intrusion problems are committed by an insider. Employees
who work within the team can make the security of the cloud
weak. The confidence of all employees is shaken when an insider
commits a breach. Committing a computer crime within a
company is a huge violation of ethics, any code of conduct, user
confidentiality and privacy of data, and company’s standards.
When an insider commits a breach, it may cause the user to
remove from cloud usage. Within this author standard and based
on his experience of Cyberspace security, this issue cannot be
solved. When an insider commits the intrusion, the user should
check on his IT team by doing retreats and follow ups. Support
these staff and keep abreast of happenings with your happening.
It is critical to use a vetting process for all potentials employees.
The vetting process should disclose any slightly unpredictable
behavior or the use of unclear words that may raise a red flag to
warn about hiring this potential employee. He may be at risk of an
inside intrusion. Many users think that if they use anti-virus or
anti-malware then they can never have their cloud files tampered
with at the CSP. That is a huge oversight and lack of understanding.
These programs are added programs to block viruses and
malwares. These programs have some but not a lot on cloud
safety. The security and safety of any computer technology are
based on how well protect the perimeter of the cloud is protected.
In addition, added and embedded security layers such as “MIST”
(Alkadi, 2015) and “HAZE” (Alkadi, 2017) will bolsters security to
the cloud. As previously explained in chapter six the less time you
spend on line and the less time you spend doing data transactions
on line and executing programs online then the less time you are
at risk being exploited. Using only essential data the user must
be aware of which data to upload and download onto the cloud.
Whether an intrusion is external or internal the user must realize
that whatever information he uploaded or downloaded it is at the
mercy of the intruder. The more information that is uploaded or
downloaded the more information can be stolen. Therefore, use
only essential information and bare minimum time.

Controversies

There are a many controversies concerning the question of
the number of multi-factor authentication needed to access or
enter the cloud system. The importance of each issue depends
on each IT staff, CSP, and Cloud experts: To Secure the Cloud all
the time 100% is not possible. Within this author’s standard and
experience, 100% cloud security will not be possible inconsistency
of users misunderstanding of the safest protocol to use the cloud.
considerations include:
• Backup times.

• Times to update the cloud or operating system software.

• Compatibility among all three operating/systems platforms.

• Safety from potential intruders.

• Encouragement of more people to use the cloud.

Problems

There is still much resistance from general computer users
to the feasibility of using the cloud full capacity. The irony is that
the average user is seriously confused as to why the cloud exists
and why they may use it. This situation complicates matters in
our attempt in answering the question “Is securing the Cloud the
most sought goal and how many multi-factor authentications do
you really need?”. And when it comes to software and hardware
compatibility complicate the progress toward better secured
clouds. Glitches in the software or operating system complicate
matters for the security of the cloud. Hardware mishaps can have
their tolls on the security, too. The race with “perfecting” the cloud
computing security will be a long process and in fact never ending
one. There will always be intrusions, break ins, breaches, and yes,
we must always try to prevent them. In my professional opinion,
standard, outlook to the future, it will never end? In my standard
and outlook to the future, it will never end. This is based on the
fact on the fact that we have not yet found a way to end or prevent
all intrusions. The infrastructure of the computer technology
allows this struggle to exist.

Solutions and Recommendations
Solutions

Previous and Proven Cyberspace Cloud Computing Security
have been solutions.
1. MIST: A old technique (Alkadi, 2015) for verifying the
identity of users of cloud computing resources during the
process of identity authentication. MIST (Alkadi, 2015) is an
implementation of a secret question and answer system that uses
predetermined questions with several possible answers for each
question. Alkadi’s MIST algorithm had been improved from MIST
1.0 to currently MIST 4.0. It was originally designed to show the
answer that the user set up among a group of fifty other similar
answers. For example, if a user set his security answer as “What is
your birthplace street address?”, the MIST (Alkadi, 2013) security
algorithm could take any regular answer from the user. “But the
problem arises when the custom answer among the group of fifty
buttons had to be shown. A weakness was discovered for how the
first iteration created the similar answers for a custom question
setup. Through trial and error and some careful consideration,
the current iteration has determined and maintains persistent
three questions for all accounts”. (Alkadi, 2015)
The initial question selection was:

1) What is your favorite car brand?

2) Which country would you like to visit one day?
3) What is your lucky number between1-100?

These questions will have generic answers. The important
thing these improvements achieve by doing this was to prevent
the user from manually doing the security question and answer,
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and more importantly put our work within the research scope of
this work.

Additionally, for those three questions, a random list of fifty
possible answers will be populated on the answer selection
screen.

Figure 7: User is prompted to choose answers to security questions

To solidify the efficiency of MIST 4.0 (Alkadi, 2015), a new
layer has been added that will not allow the user to try resetting
his/her password more than five times. There are three questions
to answer in a row and you have five chances to get it right. If

Figure 8: Answer selection in MIST

A blind intrusion test from a researcher with experience in the
use of both social engineering and automated hacking techniques
performed the first iteration of testing which showed significant
weaknesses in the implementation. In the current version of MIST
4.0, with three questions with fifty independent possible answers,
the multiplication principle indicates that there are 125,000
possible answer combinations. Further:
(1) This seems to be a reasonable strength for a security

the user fails to choose the correct answer for any of the security
questions, he/she will be redirected to the home page and must
start over again. For each wrong answer provided for any of
those three security questions, one chance out of five is lost. If
the user cannot make it through using all the five attempts, his/
her account will be locked down and he/she will not be able
to continue with the password reset process. The user must
contact the administrator for getting access to his account again
(Alkadi, 2015). The first version of the MIST algorithm utilizes
VMware’s virtualization platform that was on the following
Hardware: Dell PowerEdge Server, RAID 1 Data Store. The
hypervisor VMware ESXi 5.5.0 was used to manage the server’s
virtual machines. The operating system used was Debian which
is a Linux distribution and well known server operating system.
When the web application for implementing the (Alkadi, 2015)
MIST algorithm was developed, there were different existing
applications and programming languages. PHP was used for the
server side programming language. PHP is an open-source server
side language which couples very well with another open-source
database software -- MySQL. Another reason to use PHP is because
changes had to be made to the OwnCloud web application that
was written in PHP. Instead of just using the basic installation of
OwnCloud, changes were made to fit the MIST. All the technologies
used in this implementation are free of monetary cost and open
source. Below are the brief descriptions of the technologies that
are used to develop the application implementing the MIST. Since
the listed software is mostly well-accepted open source software,
links to these applications are not included in this chapter. The
copyright protection for these technologies will be closely
analyzed to determine if the copyright protection for all or part of
the MIST will be open source as well.

algorithm. However, a survey or test must take place to ensure
that the distribution of answers is even amongst all of the possible
answers. For example, the “lucky number” answer is more likely
to end on a user’s birth year, graduation year, child’s birth year,
or wedding day. Some numbers such as 42 and 69 could also be
chosen as a user’s lucky number. Through question selection or
answer refinement, the answer distribution should be ideal to
maintain the 0.000008% chance of selecting the correct answer.
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New Cyberspace and Cloud Computing Security Algorithm

HAZE is an experimental 3-factor authentication algorithm
for verifying the identity/credentials of users of cloud computing
resources during the process of identity authentication via added
secured factor authentication that can be embedded in any logon
process system in any cloud infrastructure private, public, or
hybrid.
Ihssan Alkadi tries to instill confidence in users and as well
as cloud security experts by observing, using, applying, and
evaluating the new, improved, and unique algorithm HAZE. This
author designed HAZE to be inserted as an embedded and added
layer of security into the logon process of any cloud system. But it
establishes a much tighter wall around the perimeter of the cloud
in use. In Cyber Space Security, there are many issues but the
most important one is the breach. In cloud computing security,
another major issue is “vulnerability” of the data; not just the
ability of attacker or hacker to crack a password or break in the
login procedure. A sever can be hacked without having to have
the need to attempt to logon one time but by brute force to crack
a password.
HAZE algorithm does not completely stop the intrusion and
breaches. It lessens. HAZE ensures that the login process is much
more difficult that many 2-factor authentication systems available
in the past and still used now. It is much more than just the old
and simpler user id and password requirement calling for user
id and password. In this author’s professional opinion the older
standard did not provide enough security. The HAZE requires
more typing at the logon process since it is designed to improve
and maximize safety of user data. To have great security in the
cloud or any computer technology you must sacrifice convenience.
HAZE increases the difficulty to break in successfully even
though passwords can be cracked. There is an additional field.
Therefore, potential intruders must steal more than just passwords
making it more difficult for hackers to crack passwords.
HAZE requires a longer time to authenticate the user therefore
suspicious activity may be discovered and the IT or CSP staff will
be ready to monitor the situation and ample time to take actions
such as shutting the port, or machine, or tracing the origin of
possible intrusion.

The Haze Algorithm
The HAZE algorithm is a more recent cloud computing
security algorithm that establishes a much tighter wall around
the perimeter of assured login(s) into any cloud system than the
old two-factor authentication algorithm which required only user
id and password. A third complicated and hard-to-break field is
added within the HAZE security algorithm to improve the user’s
data security to a maximum.

Introduction

The proposed and newer fortified third factor in the login
process is not a new factor in the 3-factor authentication
process to login a cloud system. The way that the third factor is
implemented is the new approach that this author believes to be
more effective in establishing more adequate security.

Functionality of the HAZE

At the logon screen the user must enter his email, password,
and cloud pass. The cloud pass is composed of the device id
appended by 4 additional digits that have been randomly
generated and sent via an email to the users “Business” email.
Only the user can get access to these 8 numbers and the user will
have 15 minutes to get that cloud pass and enter it.
• Email

• Password

• Cloud pass or CAC (Government)

Create a Cloud Account

1. Use a business email addresses because no private email is
accepted.
2. The user is given two tries to enter his Cloud Pass. If the Cloud
Pass is entered incorrectly he must restart his computer and wait
30 minutes to repeat the process again with a newer cloud pass
sent to him.

3. HAZE provides optimal password security. The password
length is 16 alphanumeric characters. The user must:
a. Enter 12 alphanumeric characters

A. One Upper case

B. One Lower case
C. One Number

D. No three repeated numbers
E. No two repeated words
F. No two repeated letters

Figure 9: The HAZE Symbolic Picture

User’s password must be complex, creative, long, and
“UNIQUE”. The user’s own scheme should be used. Do not replace
numbers with characters, such as 3 with every occurrence of e, or
0 for every occurrence of o, or! for every occurrence of i, or @ for
every occurrence of a. Finally, when the password passes the 12
alphanumeric characters criteria above, then HAZE will append
2 random special characters and two random numbers and send
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the entire password to the user’s business email. The user must
keep a record of the entire unique 16 alphanumeric passwords
he must keep record of it. Passwords then should be kept very
private and not shared with anyone.

4. Cloud Pass: Device identifiers are recorded via MAC address,
motherboard serial number and the HAZE will generate 4 random
numbers to be appended at the end of the field and Cloud Pass is
then created. It is (one-time-created) OTC code and sent to the
user’s business email. There should be no retrieval option
of the password for the user whatsoever or no clues to be
offered.

Reset procedure
Once a user has logged in via his business email, password,
and cloud pass or CAC credentials, he may update his credentials
by submitting a new password.

Advantages of HAZE

• It is new, strong, difficult, too long to crack, and potent Multifactor authentication compared to the old traditional.
• It has no system generated password or numbers.

• It has no password to be saved in a program that allows users to
save passwords.
• It has a Cloud Pass.

• It protects the user from extreme brute force attacks.

Disadvantages

• HAZE is being developed at the same time this book is being
written.
• Statistics cannot be provided until the system has been tested.

Recommendations

This author, a proven computer scientist, recommends the
following: Computer Scientists must continue to develop greater
security measures. Since all the techniques that existed in the
past including MIST (Alkadi, 2015) are short of making the cloud
100% secure, and one experimental algorithm (Alkadi, 2017)
will include cloud security to a high level. The ultimate goal is to
secure the cloud at 100%. This goal is not attainable at the time of
this writing. The user must allow the CSP and IT handles security.
Backup is essential and must be done by the user, IT, and CSP. The
stability and consistency are critical. Consistency in the world of
using, operating, programming, and maintaining computers will
lead to breakthrough stability of the functionality of the cloud.
Stability means less chances or ratio of security breakdown or
dependable cloud system where the user has no hesitation to
trust his data on this cloud service. The development of HAZE
must continue. Seminars, workshops, and courses to educate the
user(s) about the use of the cloud and the latest development(s)
in cloud security should be available as often as possible.

Conclusion
More sophisticated multi-factor authentication is needed.
Currently two-factor authentication is in use now. However, it is
in the best interest of password security for computer scientists
to continue to develop more complex multi-authentication
algorithms. The user must understand that the more complex
multi-authentication algorithm, the more time will be required to
enter the system. Inconvenience may be the small price to be paid
for a more secure cloud.

Key Terms and Definitions

Multi-factor authentication: The forced order of which a
user must follow, to be able to access a computer system cloud
or old traditional platform, by entering certain fields that are
mandatory and necessary to be verified that they exist in the
system as part of credentials validation from a database stores
locally on the network the user is trying to gain access to. The
number of factors is dictated by any organization and currently
it is at most two.

Cloud clustered-servers: The connected set of unlimited
numbers of servers that are cloud based in a network where
clustering serves as a means to use one sever as a backup image in
case of failure and thus utilizing the concept of FAIL-SAFE Cloud.

Social Engineering: The CON act of smooth talking or
convincing a person over the phone or in person to disclose
private information about their credentials and hence gaining full
access to that person account and private data and pausing such a
major threat of intrusion to the rest of the cloud network.
Anti-Virus: A special purpose program that “supposedly”
written to remove a virus or block all “known” viruses by the and
the minute. Most anti-viruses do block and remove known viruses
but CANNOT prevent intrusions on the cloud nor stopping newer
viruses unless they hit the network and they are NOT the first
line of defense I call them “Patching” the wound that is already
scarred. They are not the best or the ONLY form of security for any
computer technology they are “SUPLEMENTAL”.
Secure Access: The procedure of ensuring that the “ONLY”
right and permissible access is a “Secure” one and no other
access must be allowed at any time. This is done via multifactor authentication, Physical protection of the data center
and network, IP monitoring. Filtering who gets an account in
services such as cloud infrastructure, and finally who does the IT
disgruntled employees can be a threat too.

Selecting an Optimal solution: The protocol of using the
most “Optimal” choice safety-wise as far as cloud is concerned
and optimal is better than best, possible, available, most efficient,
or fastest. Optimal is always the best solution.
MIST: MIST: An old technique (Alkadi, 2015) for verifying
the identity of users of cloud computing resources during the
process of identity authentication. MIST (Alkadi, 2015) is an
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implementation of a secret question and answer system that uses
predetermined questions with several possible answers for each
question.

HAZE: HAZE is an experimental 3-factor authentication
algorithm for verifying the identity/credentials of users of cloud
computing resources during the process of identity authentication
via added secured factor authentication that can be embedded
in any logon process system in any cloud infrastructure private,
public, or hybrid.
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Chapter 8
Abstract
Education of end-users, customers, managers, IT (Experts and
employees), and CEOs to improve their methods and dealing with
Cyberspace and Cloud Computing disasters. When disasters happen
frequently, it is mostly dealt with via debriefing and thorough
discussion of topics and solutions to be applied to reduce vulnerability
of the cloud and cyber space to almost zero and to prevent intrusions/
breaches. One of the worst forms of computer crime is phishing. The
nature and the design of the cloud infrastructures always is a perfect
playground for phishing. Phishing is the blatant act of attempting and
succeeding at times to obtain sensitive information such as usernames,
passwords, and credit card details. In some cases, it is intended to
destroy the person’s financial records, reports, or status.

Introduction

Each CSP (Cloud Service Provider) and each sector
(Government, Educational, or Private) must develop the
following: logging of every break-ins and intrusions as well
as breaches. Reading and analyzing logs help to backtrack,
analyze, show, and prove vulnerabilities. They will not reduce the
possibility nor weaknesses to prevent a break in or an intrusion
but it helps predict break-ins or intrusions in the foreseeable
future. Consolidated or detailed checklist of what to do in case
of breaches, break-ins, and intrusions which are about to happen
or have happened a while ago (Jansin, 2011). Checklists are used
and will help immediately calm down the user, IT, and public.
Such examples of embedded secured layers applied in the past
include deterrent control, preventative controls, corrective and
detective controls.

Figure 10: The internet is not Cyberspace; Cybercriminals use the internet as a mean to intrude cyberspace and your space (servers)

The aftermath of the disaster will steer and direct the
response team and/or disaster team to carry out the right plan
accordingly. The response team handles gathering all the facts
about the incident as in intrusion or breach and preparing a plan
that the disaster team will carry it through. The worst thing is
the aftermath of the disaster and the manner and efficiency in
which the IT team, customers, and CSP response and disaster
team react to and how well and soon they recover. Checklists will
show and explore vulnerabilities and in a way, it helps predict

break-ins or intrusions in the foreseeable future. Reading and
researching when time is available must be encouraged and
enforced at times where each CSP and each sector (Government,
Educational, or Private) will make sure they keep up to date with
the newest intrusions and breaches and the like. For example, the
iCloud (Ragan, 2016) got broken into on July 9th, 2016. Most of
the iPhones belonged to celebrities but it also hit 4 million users.
This goes to show that the Cloud is not 100% secure and when
a break in or hacking happens it is not just one or 1000 mobile
devices it is tons of them. Also, most hackers and intruders know
and test the waters exactly when to attack and they pick the right
moment and the technique perfect for the attack at that specific
cloud server or mobile device. The attack hits a wide range of
cloud users and servers (Private, Public, Governmental) to setup
another attack on the same site and to create an atmosphere of
panic so they can pick where to hit next while all other cloud
services are panicking trying to save their cloud servers. So,
cloud experts in every sector must debrief after every attacking
incident by reading all about these events because it helps the CSP
and other IT staff educate themselves and prepare and prevent
attacks most of the time. So, in a nutshell: 1) educate yourself and
your own users and management, 2) “Seeing is believing” and that
is my motto, message I preach, and the way I teach students any
topic in the computer science field. Contacting Apple or watching
the incident repeatedly over the news or YouTube will not solve
or achieve anything. 3) Then use the known “What-if-thishappened-to-me-instead” technique to effectively assess what
happened to that specific Cloud Network, and 4) learn from it and
get ready and prepare the response for the disaster recovery team
(Jaydip, 2014).
There must be a history file that is created and then used. From
experience, it will limit your down time and improve efficiency
of disaster recovery. However, the history file must be validated,
updated, backed up, and documented in case an unforeseen
event happens to an employee. For example, when one employee
leaves the sector or if she/he gets fired, it may result in an inside
breaching or an intruding job because of an unhappy or resentful
employee. I came up with a creative and unique term and
called it “Disaster Recovery Emergency Plan” DREP. When an
intrusion or a disaster happens, DREP to the CLOUD is what
SWAT or DEA is to ATF. DREP is an important document where
all the steps must be taken to enforce a list of actions or steps to
be completed in all phases and to go back the previous status of
the cloud system and recover efficiently. I did try the DREP in
my classes twice and it worked so well where the students had
to learn how to cope with disasters and recover when they do
happen.
The DREP is a two-step report:

• Is prior to anticipation of a disaster and

• What action to be taken when disasters happen as in breaks ins,
breaches, or intrusions.

The DREP is a good measure or tool to be used as a guideline
prior to disaster or after it. Usually, the important three sectors
(Education, Government, or Private business) do have something
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called DRP; I called mine DREP with an E in there to empathize
the word “Emergency” since in my standard and belief every
intrusion, breach, and break is an emergency while a threat
can only become an attack “IF YOU LET IT”. Therefore, in DREP
the first report is how to prepare against becoming a potential
“TARGET” for an attack but no matter how well you defend,
protect, and guard against an attack, an attack will happen if a
threat is carried through. A threat that becomes an intrusion can
lead into an attack and this inflicts damage by intrusion, break,
or break-ins. Consequently, if such thing happens then apply
the second part of DREP to recover to the previous status. A TODIE-FOR disaster response team will be like the National Guard
when they get deployed in a federally declared area as a state
of emergency. When your Cloud is compromised, a shutdown,
declaring a state of emergency and using the Cloud disaster
response will be appropriate. The team must identify the losses,
the errors, and the number of areas that need not just rescue but
rebuilt or created. The team should NOT RESTORE the previous
status because it will bring back the malware, bugs, viruses, and
earlier problems to the system.

Every time you recover from a disaster or from a cloud break
incident, it will take about months where the CSP and users
remain cautious about using the cloud. Most users DO NOT go
online and CSP increase the intensity of monitoring the cloud
server’s network. Because once a system is hit, it becomes more
vulnerable. The attackers realize that it is easier to hit back and
attack a Cloud system that is in disarray mode, or being rebuilt
or in recovery status. The term wounded duck is exactly what a
compromised system is considered and you only go back online
after you test the stability and how vulnerable is your cloud
system against the same type of attack. Intrusions, breaches, and
break-ins are all about timing and that is how the hackers attack
the Cloud administrators since Cloud administrator are busy
backing up, and monitoring files management. The action of the
disaster response team must be calculated and it must be adjusted
so a little deviation from the original guidelines set by the disaster
response team is acceptable. Bottom line is to respond on time,
adjust the guidelines and plan as per the aftermath of the attack.
Practical training of keeping up with threats and intrusions must
be followed. The term I came up with and push and advocate here
is the immediate need for “vulnerability wall-proof” cyberspace
and Cloud Computing security. Update and suggest some new
creative methodologies for better security in the Cyber Space &
Cloud Computing field.
You can only make Cloud Computing and Cyberspace security
an issue if you FAIL to address and approach it the right way. If
you deal with it as a disaster about to occur every day, then it will
be an issue that will be nuisance for you forever. Since you treat
it and consider an ongoing problem it will be “a thorn in your
side” and nothing but miserable work load and unneeded stress
for you and simply you snowballed a problem into a permanent
and chronic issue. You may avoid a disaster for one year or two
but it will have bad ramifications for your current and future
job. Hackers have the upper hand because they have nothing to
lose. Who has more at stake? You and the cloud! Consequently,

it is a long ride as there are daily breaches and intrusions and to
be protected, one needs to get involved and always read and get
updated and LEARN new things. This field is by far and apparently
very 1) evolving by the second, 2) demanding: work hard and gain
EXPERTISE every blocked challenge as in intrusion or breach not
ISSUE makes your better, and 3) It is competitive DO NOT GIVE
UP do not say that was hard just learn and move on and register
in your mind and log like a history how to solve the next challenge
not issue in the same manner.

Figure 11: Is the Cloud always susceptible all the time and is this a fact?

Issues, Controversies, Problems
Issues

There are a lot of issues that affect the way and degree to which
the cloud is susceptible to break ins and intrusions. There is “NO”
way to completely stop or prevent attacks. For one reason, the
design of the computer technology and since the internet became
available for public use, made the attacks easier and vicious. Yes,
the internet is a breakthrough design and invention but every
time there is an advancement of some sort there is at least one
vulnerability that is exposed where crime of any sort will be
carried through and that applies to any field not just compute
science. That is known as “byproduct of advancement”. In the
case of computers, the Internet, then the cloud are examples of
technological advancement and another form of a complicated
and very sophisticated method of civilization. Much like when
cars were invented and people used cars to travel. Cars later
were target for theft and even at times people can use them as a
weapon, same with computers. So, attacks are inevitable. It is how
well are you prepared and ready to respond and recover.

The Cloud is very easy to use that makes matters worse. The
easier the design of any advancement in any field, the easier to
use that advancement, the easier it is to commit fraud and crime.
I am NOT advocating removal of the cloud concept completely or
make it so complicated that people stop using it but the cloud is
not for just “UPLOADING AND DOWNLOADING FILES” The cloud
is not a filing cabinet or a larger USB. This is a misconception.
So, if you install a cloud infrastructure in your sector (private
business, academic, or government) just too primarily use it for
storing more data due to its larger storage capacity, then you have
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set yourself up for failure and attacks. The cloud is an innovative
technological solution where applications, data, and software
developments are stored and maintained for “improving” your
“business solutions”. It offers better methods of communications
with customers and the methods by which they access your sites
and applications to post transactions that involve data. Currently
the access to the cloud is only done via 2-factor authentication
and that is a password and a user id. It does not provide enough
security and authentication because many sites’ password criteria
are very weak that the 2-factor authentication will fail miserably.
The common protocol is to make a password extremely difficult
for hackers to crack. Such formula is a disaster because it dictates
what the users can create as a valid password and at the same
time it can be cracked in no time due to one simple fact only 6-8
characters are allowed. This is beyond setting the user up for a
failure problem. This is a huge blow to the security field. Also, the
programs that auto generates the passwords are nothing but an
easy lazy way to let the user depend on that program to create
a password. Who will remember an auto generated password all
the time? Currently, there exists many cloud systems that offer
readily available cloud services either free or with a small/hefty
charge for using the hosting company cloud services. The obvious
problem is that users are “TORN” between using a “cool” free
cloud service but loaded with advertisement or “very reliable
and sophisticated” cloud Service Company but costly. It even
gets better both sides “Claim” it is 100% secured. The user is not
able to ever dare to say prove it to me but historical data proves
neither one is 100% secured “You must cite the historical data”.
There is may be close to 99% secure access but it falls on the user
and cloud service provider to meet half way. Users must do the
pre-joining the cloud research on all CSP and CSP must improve
its security. There is no way around it but to improve the overall
process. I will never advise an average user to choose between a
free-based cloud system or a fee-based cloud system but through
few hints here 1) data longevity, 2) Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO), 3) Backup, 4) success rate in recovery, 5) rate of attacks
and number of attacks, 6) What happens to the data when you
delete your account who owns it? And do they really remove it???
Is it worldwide and the most important question “where is the
server located?”

Controversies

There are a lot of apparent controversies regarding using the
cloud that may have resulted in bad ending. But in general, this is
a list of elements that presents what is considered controversial
due to reasons specified accordingly in each item in the list: Every
John Doe is pushing for the cloud! Sometimes the same John Doe
has no clue what the cloud really is? Many users are aware that
once you “MIGRATE” to the cloud it is a NEWER platform and
paradigm. This should not be taken lightly. The controversy here
is that people are lost because few pundits are advocating to hop
on the cloud and others aren’t. The irony here is that both do
not have invested knowledge and experience to proof the other
to go either way. Proper education, use, and training are the key
to success. The cloud is not a device or software rather it is a
solution and should be one and used as one. All CSP companies

must advocate the same basic tools, benefits, and features that
any user will inherently gain from using the cloud via an account.
However, due to the fierce competition it is maddening how it
creates a “grey” or what I always refer to it as “cloudy” area as to
which cloud system to choose from. The point is that CSP should
paint a picture that their system is the best and they should
encourage the user to get on the cloud as a “start’ invite them
not to lure them. For example, Apple computers advertise their
product(s) benefits rather than push user towards their system as
the only system. The same should happen for the cloud and give
it some time and the same will happen. Once you experience one
cloud system it is a beauty because you can always switch to other
systems they are most of the time compatible.

Problems

There are many problems when it comes to whether the cloud
is 100% susceptible to attackers and attacks all the time. However,
a list of the three most “dangerous” problems are follows: All
security experts need to stop worrying about “STOPPING or
PREVENTING” the attacks. If they prevent the “REPITITION” of
the attacks, then they will be able to successfully stop it “most
of the time” a lot more frequently than earlier attacks but not
completely. Obviously, if the attacks keep repeating that means
there is a flow in the security system. If a newer attack comes
that means we have “contained” the first attack. The cloud
innovative technology, even though it has been used for the past
10 years, is not long enough to establish enough grounds to
collect enough data from past historical use. The last one is not as
serious and very rare. However, it must do with the “Lazy Attitude
“of the CSP IT staff or executives. To fix the problems by applying
a temporary solution is very detrimental for the recovery process.
One must fix the problem and seal the perimeter of the cloud
so it will not happen again. If it is an intermittent problem, then
the IT staff has many other options by either exploring the idea
of obtaining a newer cloud OS or replacing the server or its IP
address.

Solutions and Recommendations
Solutions

There are NO solutions that will stop or make the cloud less or
not susceptible to intrusions. However, a list that can serve as an
imperfect cure to the problem of the cloud will reduce the chances
of attacks. Penetration testing: the art of penetration testing, aka
pen testing, is systematic and routinely testing of a computer
network (distributed or centralized) via an API (Application
Programmer’s Interface) to find out if any vulnerabilities or points
of exploitation exist in your cloud network that an attacker could
exploit. Hence it is a form of a “Preventive” maintenance. It is a
“Required” procedure that should not be viewed as just a “routine
check” or casual procedure, it needs to be regarded as a priority
“Necessary and Critical” strictly a “MUST-DO PROTOCOL” since it
will lessen and prevent intrusions. Always consider hiring ethical
hacker(s) during major intrusion incidents. Do not send your
local IT employees to train as ethical hackers because they know
too much about the internal daily matters and how you run your
business. Recruit from the outside and you must screen them and
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filter the candidates based on how much they can bring to the
table and sever your immediate needs. And when you hire these
ethical hackers, they are expected to still be professionals. They
must act, behave, portray, and represent you professionally. Make
sure they do not tamper with the data: It is unacceptable that they
steal, sell, or destroy data. (Francis, 2014). Make sure they do not
disclose anything outside: your internal data whether (classified
or sensitive) must be sacred to you since the user expects their
data to be private, confidential, and maintains its integrity. Cannot
cover everything: Only certain areas must be tested. They must
carry out and honor policies, rules and regulations: If they do
not, then they do not belong to your prestigious organization
which has the toughest task and daunting obligation to secure
the private files of its users. Have a plan to perform penetration
testing: It must be administered almost every week. Cryptology
is the art and procedure of applying a certain defined algorithm
so that proper sending and receiving of data can be secured in
a proper communication medium. It should involve sending
an encrypted message along with a key and then it will be
deciphered or decoded using the key. The acronym CIA which is
Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability is enforced to ensure
data privacy of the user. Train your IT employees who are experts
on the cloud and security to learn and execute procedures in
Cryptovirology. First, Cryptography must be taught to them and
they must become expert in the field then learn Cryptovirology.
It is the art and the plethora of all sophisticated techniques used
in a certain pool of tools and wide range of available field of very
high tech and complicated and involves methods intended to be
used to write malicious software. In 2016, Cryptovirology attacks
as Ransomware on the national health records and HIPAA proved
that this can happen to FICA and FERPA and any national or
FEDERAL database. Also, the whole world is at risk because of the
severity and compilation of this aftermath of the attack. Therefore,
to combat the abovementioned problem, one must use Cryptology
(Rouse, 2005) in a positive way to block Cryptovirology (Rouse,
2005). However, the users and Implementers of Cryptovirology
will use Cryptology to enforce their malicious software knowing
your only hope and chance to block their malicious software is
by using Anti-malware software. Nonetheless, once the malicious
software has been written and spread over the network or your
computer it is too. You must always update the database of the
known malicious software and that is not the only way to prevent
and block the malicious software. Additionally, you need to
“HIDE” the FICA, HIPPA, and FERPA databases on your Cloud
using only encryption which is not the answer. The question is
whether the tools embedded in the field of Cryptovirology are
capable of enhancing the knowledge of the IT experts. Also,
always make it a priority as a manager or IT expert to educate
yourself on how each new technique or art like Cryptovirology
can cause “attacks or threats”. Setting realistic expectations that
attacks and threats are always predictable and may happen at any
second will help you be at ease. When an intrusion happens then
resort to writing the DREP method discussed earlier which will
help you deal with the recovery process. At the end, it will pay
dividends, ensure, and offers confidentiality, privacy, integrity,
dependability since you will have a strategy and procedure set in
place when a disaster hits.

Recommendations
A list of the recommendations that is considered to solidify the
fact that you can manage or rather best deal with the intrusions
to the best of your technical capability. Update your Operating
System with frequent updates once the Operating System alerts
you with a notification. These notifications are an indicator of a
high alert that there is a security deficiency and you need to install
these updates. If for some reason the updates are not installed,
it will make the system vulnerable since the updates are called
patches or fixes, which address vulnerability and/or intrusions
that may happen. The CSP and IT team each must update the Cloud
software which is independent than the underlying Operating
System of the machine (client side) or servers themselves (server
side). These two must coexist in a very cohesive manner since
the cloud software handles files maintenance (upload, download,
and, share), application execution on the cloud server, the hosting
of so many other forms of application, and finally the coordination
of other cloud-based data bases and applications. The cloud
software runs on top of the underlying Operating System software.
So, if there is a weakness or failure in the operating system then
even though the cloud software is updated it will not do any good.
By the same token, if the operating system is up to date and your
cloud software is not up to date, then your cloud system will not
function properly.
•Practice the recommendation of most practical “safest” cloud
use: Spend less time online. Spend less time using the cloud
online minimize the transactions (upload, download, and using
applications that reside on the cloud. Logon on the cloud system
only when is needed and compile all needed operations in one.
When you hear of a break in or an intrusion incident, refrain from
using the cloud. Do my necessary Four D’s (Document, deliver on
time and in the right and perfect form, Debrief, and Don’t let the
bad guys grind you down).

Conclusion

It is very tolerable to say that intrusions are not new to the
cloud innovative technology. Hackers and attackers thrive on
prying on the cloud. It is a larger target than the old traditional
platform. And that makes the cloud susceptible all the time and
that is a fact! The fact that attacks keep on happening frequently
not methodically or regularly but with success proves my point
that they are both inseparable entities. So in a nutshell, you can
limit that by: 1) Not using the cloud at all and miss out on the
advancement of the cloud innovative technology, 2) Use it with
the recommended procedure listed in chapters 6 and 7 and hence
you will “lessen or rather limit” the aftermath of the ill effects of
security failures, 3) Use it in full force but you will be susceptible
all the time and that is where you take your chances, or 4) Come to
the obvious realization that all computer technology is vulnerable
and the attacks are imminent and are a byproduct of computer
crimes.

Key Terms and Definitions

Cloud Service Provider (CSP): Cloud Service Provider is
the service hosted by a company not necessarily just IT but any
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company that offers Cloud hosting services and accounts to the
public or private sector via a fee or no fee to be incurred.

Phishing: A term used to describe a technological “scam” or a
“plot” where the sender uses an email service to send an email to a
receiver where the receiver gets fooled since the “FROM” address
looks very legitimate and once a reply is made the sender gets full
access to the private and personal information of the receiver and
spies on him from now and here on after until the user wakes and
deletes his account permanently no way around it.

Cyberspace: A term used to describe all the connected
abstract components of the internet such as big data, cloud, and
internet, and information superhighway, web, online and so on.
Disaster Response Team: A term I use as a label to define
what any sector (Governmental, Private, or Academic) needs to
establish what is the next series of moves not just follow a disaster
recover list created and printed in a word process. This is the USA
NATIONAL GUARD in Technology for any Cloud hosting service.

Disaster Recovery Team: The appropriate team that
any sector (Governmental, Private, or Academic) has in their
organization that takes care of the actual recovery procedure of
the cloud and its data and programs.
iCloud: The name of the cloud service that the giant company
Apple offers its customers as a cloud service whereby the first for
5GB if offered for free and any extra upgrade is for a fee.
SWAT (Special Weapons and Tactics) is a term used to refer to
special law enforcement personnel who specialize in tactics and
use advanced and precise weaponry.

DEA: The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) is a law
enforcement branch of the federal government that handles and
controls current and future drug smuggling over the USA borders.
ATF: The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
(ATF) is a law enforcement branch of the federal government that
handles and controls the illegal use of bombs, weaponry, illegal
extra force or threats, and/or illegal selling or trafficking of
tobacco or alcohol.

DREP: I came up with a creative and unique term and called it
“Disaster Recovery Emergency Plan” DREP. When an intrusion or
a disaster happens, DREP to the CLOUD is what SWAT or DEA is
to ATF. DREP is an important document where all the steps must
be taken to enforce a list of actions or steps to be completed in all
phases and to go back the previous status of the cloud system and
recover efficiently.

USB: Universal Serial Bus a fast register flash memory that
users use to store files on it referred sometimes as memory stick,
flash drive, jump drive, or USB drive. This technology was prime
one in the 2000’s till 2010 but the cloud took over. Yet, we should
still use if the cloud goes down or we get an intrusion what USB
to the users now while they use the cloud innovative technology
is paper copies as compared to digital images of legal or personal
documents.

2-Factor Authentication: The most uniform and longest
form of access control to any computer system or network
that has lasted over two decades. It requires only User ID and
Password. This expert author of this book firmly advocates time
to push for at least 3-Factor Authentication or the cloud security
will plummet even further.

Cloud TCO (Cloud Total Cost of Ownership): The TCO of the
cloud is a standard formula but can be customized per any sector
as needed. This is the most important step for any organization
to consider before going on the cloud not even planning and
budgeting matters as close to TCO.

Repetitive attacks: I came up with a creative and unique term
and called it “repetitive attacks” obviously, they keep repeating
due to a flow in the security system that either the CSP, IT, or
Cloud expert think they fixed it or not even able to find it or fix
it. If they fix the flow then if a newer attack comes that means we
have “contained” the first attack.

Penetration testing: A routine test that must be performed
almost every week at least 3 times a week to test and check the
1) vulnerability, 2) stability, 3) validity, 4) performance of your
network cloud or not cloud. There are plenty of programs that
sectors use already.
API (Application Program Interface): The current and only
accepted means of interface between users and programs via GUI
interface where data is sent to be stored on the server side while
the user uses their computer or public computer (client side)
to send their requests and data to the server side. Problem API
are the gate for hackers the server side via the client side when
the user does not do their homework right and/or the IT or CSP
(server side) security is not enforced properly as it should be.

Ethical hacker: A “hired” hacker for the purpose of using his
hacking skill to ONLY test no snoop around or expose or sell or
tell about the status or internal state of security of any sector. It
is very hard to gain one but you need one at all times. It is like a
Russian roulette. You must do it but you have to have a team of
observant and really LOG all what you and they do every session.
Once something leaks or public you must wipe out the server
and reconfigure your network and preferably trace that hacker.
Chances leaks that happened due to ethical hacking are minimal
but I DO not trust software hardware and in some very rare cases
peoples using it. Extreme Care must be exercised.
Cryptology: The art and science created by the Greeks to
deliver secure communication. Currently it is equipped with
“encryption”. The expert author is in much high favor of cryptology
embedded into it at least double if not triple encryption.

Ransomware: The worst kind of malware that cannot be
treated nor fixed so easy in less than 24 hours. It is very hard
to guard against Ransomware but you can anticipate and lessen
them. The best thing is to always read and update your operating
system patches and anti-malware software. Still AWARNESS IS
KEY. DO not share files, emails, USBs, and/or download or access
“HIT” sites. HIT sites look legit and they can fool you sectors have
to send their IT and users to training to always CATCH with their
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naked eye what a HIT site can and looks like. It takes special skills
not easy to do.

CIA: Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability Triad have been
used for nearly over 10 years to enforce what is USER’s Privacy in
its entirety. Any user must feel when using any computer at any
time online that his session and data (read or stored) confidential,
data is most recent and not hit with malware(s) or virus(s) nor
corrupt, and the network must be available at all time. That is why
we have the cloud. All sectors strive so hard to execute in full force
the CIA Triad in their IT department.

All these Federal DATABESES MUST be protected
on the cloud 100% of the time form intrusions.
FICA: The Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) is the
federal law that requires you to withhold three separate taxes

from the wages you pay your employees. It is a USA law that
enforces the complete privacy of any individual financial records
from being disclosed to a non-authorized individual.
FERPA: The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA) it is a USA law that enforces the complete privacy of any
student and his family records from being disclosed to a nonauthorized individual.

HIPAA: (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996) it is a USA law that enforces the complete privacy
of any patient records from being disclosed to a non-authorized
individual.
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Chapter 9
Abstract
There is no doubt the push to move into the cloud by the military
and the Aerospace and Defense (A& D) is a positive and important
milestone. There has been evidence of the benefits that have been
pointed out in (Blasidell, 2014), (Wilson, 2014) and (CBR Digital,
2013). However, it remains to be seen how well Cloud Computing
can be a perfect fit for networks which fails temporarily and in the
case of use of “public” clouds infrastructure. One must be careful
and store classified and sensitive data on “private” clouds that need
to be protected by at least double or triple encryption layers. In the
standards I listed earlier, AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) is
simply not enough. Yes, it will be slow but when it comes to hackers
trying to steal data it will be more challenging for them to deal with
double or triple encryption than just single layer of encryption. Also, I
will address the best scenario in the solution section of how to “lessen”
or limit hackers to get in the private cloud. We all know that the
cloud is not a 100% hack proof architecture due to its design and the
topology of its infrastructure. The cloud is built on “Grid Computing”
and uses the same innovative technologies the internet and servers.
Next I will address and summarize all the past and current articles as
far as the military, and the (A&D) use of the cloud but that is not to say
that it has decreased or increased. I call it a work in progress which is a
great sign because the cloud does make things better and easier but as
I always called the Achilles heels of the cloud as well as any computer
technology is the “On going” challenge: security.

Introduction
In (Blasidell, 2014) efficiency, agility and innovation are the
aim of DoD to get the best benefits and its strategy from using

Figure 12: The Cloud is used heavily now in (A & D)

Benefits for using the cloud for the (A & D):

• MDM (Mobile Device Management)

• (Blasidell, 2014) has shown that mobile devices can be used to
transmit data faster and more reliable with a very higher rate of
accuracy.

• (Wilson, 2014) has shown that mobile devices have been used
to establish communication from user A with user B and data has
been sent accurately for purposes of national security.

the cloud. In general, the cloud does improve the efficiency of
operations by faster data transactions and access, storage of data,
retrieval of data. Almost in some cases immediate or instant
sharing and sending of data specifically images and geospatial
or satellite imagery or GPS related data for locating or storing or
saving the image for reusing the source or target later for special
operations. The cloud is agile since it does not require too many
frequent updates as in the traditional operating systems. It really
is so easy to bring it back up and running in case of a disaster or a
hardware crash. In the case of a disaster, as in a hacking incident,
I recommend shutting down that cloud server completely to
prevent further repeated attacks. Hackers always do and use
another server from the original designed great feature of the
cloud innovative technology and that is “Move over to another
server” to attack and this (A & D) has to move to another “hit”
server to prevent any further bleeding and that is called the “Failsafe” technology. Agility is how the technology responds to getting
back to being on the previous state before the attack took place.
Not contrary to the belief “get back on line” and unfortunately this
is a huge misconception because users’ primary concern “when
can we get b back on line?” That is NOT what disaster recovery
is. The cloud technology is “innovative” by its nature and design.
I always said it is revolutionary and it did revolutionize the state
of which we operate our computers and use the newer cloudbased application that acts upon the cloud-based data. IT IS NOT
JUST A DATA STORAGE media. So, for (A&D) (Columbus, 2013),
it has given a lot of benefits and DoD has used it in great strategy
including efficiency, agility and innovation (Blasidell, 2014).

• (CBR Digital, 2013) Stated that “With a cloud platform, A&D
will be able to include designed-in support for situational and
battlefield awareness systems”. This is a huge breakthrough and
great use and implementation of the cloud innovative technology
and features embedded and provided by the new advancement
in the methodology servers, mobile devices, and computers
communicate via the internet and an established and available
fast network.
• (Plex, 2014) has shown that mobile devices can be used for GEO
and GPS related data successfully.
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Speed and accuracy
Faster rate of data transfer, faster rate of sharing or data
(image) distribution, faster rate of writing and updating data
records (on the fly), consistency in speed and accuracy in locating
and retrieval of images stored on the cloud which is referred
to as big data. Geospatial images from satellites can be stored
instantly and faster with higher accuracy on the cloud. The cloud
infrastructure allows such powerful and easier storage and
retrieval due to virtualization which is the ability to use and run
more than one hardware and more than one operating system
(Windows, Linux, and Mac OS). Also, wiping of the data is not a
hard task on a cloud-based system since the storage if vast and the
operating system accommodates the cloud operating software as
a client a lot easier than just running as one shell in windows,
Linux, and Mac OS.

Reduced costs as in International Traffic in Arms
Regulations (ITAR)

Since the cloud innovative technology furnishes and allows
the establishment of pure solid and sound “collaboration” in all
phases is one of the most important and crucial areas where
collaboration is a must. Additionally, it yields great benefits by
having “ONE” email system and “Sharing” information not just
plain data which can be overabundance in some cases. You need
to infer the right information from the over populated data that
users store. Sometimes overloading is not just uploading the
right data. Please refer to chapter six where I talked about how
you can adjust your thinking about what is considered upload
necessary on the cloud and what is simply unnecessary to upload
on the cloud. In some cases, overdoing it due to over excitement
or the fact that the available space is there people do not really
think twice before they upload the file on the cloud that it almost
becomes automatic. The last thing I want to see and really, I am
against uploading a batch of files at the end of the day to the
cloud. Remember my words “FILTER” what you want to upload.
It is easy!
So, when you share you lose privacy but you save money.
Privacy is lost because it shows the date stamp and time stamp
where the file came from and from the cloud in one server. But
there is no privacy in the three sectors (private, academic, or
governmental) unless there is a personal conflict or hidden
agenda and you must be careful what you distribute or share on
one cloud system. In chapter 8, I said you need a cloud moderator
who (he/she) approves or denies the distribution of the file(s)
across the cloud system. If he/she cannot decide, then he/she
passes it above to his/her superior and as a committee decides if
it is appropriate to let it be flown on the cloud network. There is no
sense to send a file on the network of the cloud where HACKERS
can intercept. Exercise care will LIMIT or LESSEN the hacker’s
chances of intercepting the file. We can do so much on protecting
our files on each sector that is why we must use three things:

a) Steganography, b) Encryption, and c) Filtering. What we
save on the cloud storage and fly across the network between us
as employees. Especially in the case of military we have sensitive
and on many occasions “classified” data. A moderator is needed

he/she hits a wall, then he consults with his/her superiors and
it must be a committee that decides. A one person’s decision
may be biased. In (CBR, 2013) the CIO of defense reported that
compliance reporting costs have gone down and cut from what
the projected cost would have been $700,000.00. This is due to
the cloud innovative technology, infrastructure, and services/
benefits it offers which made that a reality. If the form must be
printed and needs all day to be filled by hand or filled online from
a web site, then that is a pure form of “Reinventing the Wheel”.
You use a cloud-based application and for every user who signs
on “SECURELY” and gains access to the application and data, he/
she fills the forms which are emailed or published in “PDF” form.
There is no “PRINTING COST” involved or waiting and no “RISK”
of people reading over the printer and seeing everyone’s private
information. Hence, that is the cloud PRIVACY enforced and cost
reduced. The same applied for tooling costs (CBR, 2013). Finally,
picture this wonderful and so “Effective and Potent” formula (A
& D) collaborating over the cloud. NO need for email, FAX, Paper
work, or calls. The cloud-based applications are all and “Must be
and should” go on your MOBILE device. With a push of a button on
the mobile device, both members the (A & D) will be in absolute
concurrency and synchronous operation. This will make our
military’s job easier because information will be sent “Instantly”
and all this is done via the cloud: a) more speed, b) more storage
so no space limitation, c) faster processing, d) more control to
isolate which server of the cloud network gets hit or attacked by
a hacker “WE SHUT IT DOWN” no mercy here, e) and if we lost
network availability, whether it is (A & D), or military, we will
have plenty of options. Such as, “Cloud Clustering” which means
cloud “FAIL-SAFE” because if one server on the cloud network
fails, the other must take over. It all falls on the IT staff to make
this happen and work flawlessly. The cloud clustering is limitless
since you can connect as many servers and make a cluster out of
it. That is Cloud Computing at its best and the fail-safe feature
is an art of perfection. It is like when your one or more servers
fail then you turn on the backup servers. A fail-safe server is a
“Mirror Image.” So, in a nutshell it is a clone! Same operations and
no costs. Just setting up the cloud cluster and the mirror imaging
of all the servers as fail-safe backup servers. Also, two things are
being used here to trim and control costs for A & D: a) Service
Level Agreement (SLA) which really allows the software license
holder to control what and how much data is used and stored at
the client and server side. b) Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul
(MRO) When we use the cloud-based applications to conduct the
transactions for MRO, we use a mobile device and an app. Data
records are updated on line via the cloud-based app to do the
MRO and LESS “PAPER WORK” and waiting is consumed. So, it is
a win-win situation and we save cost. But we must practice what
we preach and that is to Bring Your Own Device since we are more
protected on our mobile device to use our cloud network than out
laptops or desktops.

More reliability

Almost everything will be mobile app based. So, activation of
the right task will be triggered a lot easier since we are targeting
accuracy here. The fact that CIO in the (A & D) are very busy so they
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need not to be since the cloud innovative technology will enable
this fact and they will be primarily “Strategists” since they are the
ones setting the way for all three CIOs. This will work flawlessly in
the Aerospace, Defense, and military the cloud will be the tool and
the way to “COLLABORATE”. This can be done because the cloud
can and should be accessed from “Anywhere”, “Anytime”, and with
an “Authorized Device”. The term some Computer Science Experts
sometimes use called “BYOD” which is stands for bring your own
device that is exactly what I am advocating here for (A & D), and
Military. A lost network or weak one is controlled by bandwidth
or just where you are. Again, I am totally against wireless network
in the office but for the military we have options and it is usually
great due to satellite communication. Wireless, in my standards,
has less security and low level of control and traceability than
wired.

Better Performance and resilience

Virtualization is a great innovation that was developed at the
right time which utilizes the hardware to its full capacity. Also, it
balances the load in great form by simulating double or triples
the load of your hardware. For example, you can run the three
major operating systems (Windows, Linux, and MAC OS) on the
same hardware and in more than one flavor as in (Windows
10, 7, and Linux Fedora, Centos, and MAC OS). You maximize
the use of the hardware without having the need to “BUY” new
hardware and achieve “Less Scalability COST” either vertical or
horizontal. When using horizontal, you can add more machines
which is completely “OVERKILL” unless you have the budget.
That is smart you minimize hardware cost but do not put all your
eggs in one basket so “FAIL-SAFE” cluster your cloud servers. It
does not matter how limited you are in the number of servers (or
physical machines you have configured and setup.) If you have
set your network right and use the cloud innovative technology
amazing feature “Virtualization”, then you are a cloud user that
implemented the cloud right. Otherwise you are using the cloud
as another larger USB or storage device. That is not the point of
getting on the cloud.

The Cloud and Aerospace

Issues, Controversies, Problems
Issues

Figure 13:Which Cloud is best For (A & D) To Use Private, Public, Or
Hybrid?

Security: Our defense IT and Software development teams
are on route to continuously develop and maintain all past and
newer security algorithms and procedures. This cannot happen in
one day but the process has started. It is always a major decision
for the head of the security operation of any sector (academic,
private, or governmental) whether to buy off the shelf security
software, download or purchase and customize, or build inhouse. Personally, I am all about building in-house. Certainly, it
is expensive but YOU MUST have a Software Development Security
Team that understands the inner problems. More coverage of
cloud computing security and (A & D) will be covered later in
this chapter. Network stability and availability. This is a hard
one. I really do not have the answer for this “issue’. It has been
an issue since we had modems. When lightning and thunder hits,
we get network interruptions back when we had modems. Now
we have fiber optics and wireless. The reliability has improved,
but we get “LOST SIGNALS,” etc. Therefore, the stability of the
cloud is questionable despite that the software and the hardware
are much better nowadays. A network is “only” available if it can
be accessed from anywhere. (A & D) uses wireless but a backup
network should be established always and satellite does wonders
for this to happen. In the case of Hacking by enemy this is a major
issue for any sector and any defense and military. The question
here is not how easy to hack or how vulnerable to hacking the
servers are. The issue is “DID YOU SET YOURSELF UP FOR
FAILURE”? Once more, to avoid this messy issue ONLY upload
what you Filter and Encrypt. Add to that Steganography. Also, if
you strengthen and make access to your cloud network complex
and difficult, then hackers will leave you alone. Enemies want
destruction and cause havoc. Most hackers write programs that
crack passwords, but if the HAZE algorithm, presented in Chapter
7, is used, then they will give up unless they want to spend very
long time to crack the passwords. The TSA now asks everyone
to take their shoes off for “Security” reasons no one yells and
says that is “inconvenient”. Teach the user to be accountable and
responsible because security is a very serious issue. Bandwidth is
beyond any explanation in the standards mentioned earlier. This
is simply a matter of what the site and organization must offer.
What is interesting is that all sites and networks keep improving
their bandwidth. For now, all our defense and aerospace is on
“Private” cloud. This is the “ONLY” way I advocate for our (A &
D), and military. Avoid all hybrid and public cloud. I sometimes
use the public cloud if I want to test certain issues. You notice
public clouds mix serious creative State-of-the-art (SOTA) apps
and some strange cloud-based apps that may set the users up
for failure. For example, social media ask users for personal
information, and it is strongly recommended against putting any
defense, aerospace, or military on public of hybrid cloud. Perhaps,
we can use the public or hybrid clouds to collaborate with other
allies and countries but not for internal affairs. However, there
may be other cloud experts that disagree with me on this matter.
Nonetheless, recommending a private cloud for any solution what
is endorsed in here. In the case of private cloud, issues can be
“Contained”. Reliability is evident that most cloud infrastructure
is reliable. The only “ISSUES” the cloud suffers from are security
and speed. Thus, the cloud is so reliable because it has achieved
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all what experts of the revolutionary technology who introduced
it 10 years excepted, and that is safety and secured access all
the time. If there are hackers and newer computer technology
invented, there will be gaps and holes. Consequently, break ins
and intrusions occur and it is an ongoing challenge. It is too early
to assess the dependability of the cloud. The term dependable is a
misconception. The term dependability is interpreted differently
by different sectors. The only suggestion given here is to ask
the questions “Was it worth it to migrate everything onto the
cloud?” “Where are we now and where do we want to be in 10
years?” “How can we achieve these two with the current cloud
infrastructure we have?” After answering these questions, then
you will know if the cloud is dependable or not.

Controversies

How can we secure classified and/or sensitive data all the
time from hackers or intrusions? The controversy is not because
of the cloud infrastructure, it is because computers are networked
via the Internet. Intrusions are always bound to happen once
you are connected to the Internet. Occasionally, they use brute
force especially in banks, federal institutions, academic sites,
and successful business. Once an intrusion occurs, then the
computers are hacked. Why make it easy for them to hack?
Having just single encryption is not enough. In the standards
mentioned earlier, complacency with security algorithm was
a major issue. The algorithm works for a while, but then they
break. Consequently, we scramble for other algorithms. It is an
all-around effort. Security requires huge budget. Also, there must
be commitment from both sides, the developer the user. Let me
reiterate “Security algorithms PHASE OUT” and gradually the
hackers figure a way to hack in the system. A shift in my research
from software testing to Cyberspace and Cloud Computing
security was made to contribute and make a difference in the
field. No site is 100% secure and intrusion proof. It is important
to recover after a disaster and keep on updating and/or designing
newer security algorithms. It is important to be prepared to deal
with the aftermath of intrusions and hacking. How can we make
the aerospace private cloud all the time intrusion proof (external
hackers and internal ~ insiders like Snowden)?. For the private
cloud, it is an excellent choice for aerospace because you limit
outside access. However, there is always a chance an intrusion may
happen with a cracked password or brute force. It’s important to
add a Software Development Team that I lead and mentor, and
“EMBEDDED” layers of security added on to your cloud access. In
chapter 4 steps are listed to show what a manager should take to
find a solution for an attack. Data longevity and how often do we
need to perform data cleansing? By whom and how much does it
cost? There was a lot on Data Mixing and Data Overlaying which
is plausible for using the cloud-based applications. Data for the
(A&D) needs to be filtered when uploaded and downloaded.
Moreover, the data needs to be “cleansed” which means every few
years it must evaluate and removed. Consequently, hackers cannot
backtrack to older data to access newer data. The point is the
“LINIKING POINT” between the old and new data. Yet again, you
can never perfect security but the vulnerability can be reduced.
It is time to not only, but also accept that it can never be solved.

Otherwise, it is costly and requires many resources to maintain
data’s privacy, and national security. This be done in an effective
agile as it was referred to as modular software (Wilson, 2014).
The concept of modular software development has been in the
works for the longest time. The intelligence issue was addressed
in chapter 6. If you filter the right data during your data collection
process, then you can have sound results in the data analytics
acquisition and inference process. The fact that the cloud offers
synchronization and concurrency in operation allows improving
scalability (horizontal or vertical) via adding hardware or cloud
layers’ virtualization. This is achieved by slowly upgrading your
cloud network configuration to the remarkable and breakthrough
“Cluster Cloud” that gives anyone the hope of “Fail-Safe” cloud. As
far as Budget is concerned it varies for each of the three sectors
(private business, governmental, and academic). That is why we
have security problems because everyone buys what is out there
or what everyone else uses. It is unfathomable why in certain
situations users sacrifice security to save money. Mobile devices
and Diskless computers are the future and they are used currently.
In chapter 5 & 6 the best policy on what to upload to the cloud and
how to backup is shown. Therefore, BYOD to anywhere is safer
and more portable laptops. How accurate is the cloud solution?
The solution is evaluated and debriefed almost every 3-6 months.
Everyone remembers the Y2K problem which was a hardware
and software issue. The cloud also involves both. I realize there
is no “Crystal Ball” here in the Computer World but a clear vision
cloud and cyberspace security doesn’t require one solution such
as the Y2K problem. Problems in the cloud are bound to happen
and that is why frequent debriefing and evaluation is necessary.
The philosophy of plan of action requires 1) If it is risky situation
PULL OUT, 2) DO NOT SET YOURSLEF UP FOR FAILURE by
putting on the cloud data that is risky, and 3) NEVER TAKE ANY
COMPUTER TEHNOLOGY (software, hardware, or HUMANS) for
granted. They can all fail or work against you at any time.

Problems

(Wilson, 2015) mentioned that cloud-based applications
and data as in Big Data has been stored on the cloud (private for
A&D). It is a milestone since using the cloud and Big Data at its
best and in full capacity. A secured physical area is required to
prevent anyone to cross the premises and tamper with the data.
Nevertheless, securing the data from external and internal via a
web interface is the main problem here. Use more encryption not
just single and at least double and triple (drawback more time
and delay again if you want more security you must sacrifice
convenience and time. The process of migration to the cloud as far
as (A&D) is involved is still in its infancy. Yet, it has shown great
dividends and more advances are to come. The question is what to
do about overall security? Provide a task force security team that
continuously develops algorithms (in-house). Manage and “WIN”
information dominance (Wilson, 2014). The current thorn in the
cloud computing security side is both elements a) Denied access,
and b) failed network connection. These two plaguing points
need to be corrected or “lessened” enable us to become informed
about information dominance. Resources allocation difficulties
or prioritization policies implementation cause problems in the
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cloud software of the underlying operating system. Even though
the cloud does not suffer a lot from this problem but it is evident
that all sectors struggled in this department due to the variation
and differences in the three major operating system platforms
(windows, Linux, and MAC OS).

Solutions and Recommendations
Solutions

My Recommended solution (Optimal not Perfect) for more
secured access, is better management of big data, and secure
overall operations as follows us the HAZE (Alkadi, 2017) (mainly
at least 3-factor authentication) also CAC discussed in chapter 7,
Encryption & more Steganography (introduce newer approaches
& algorithms of hiding and/or associating images with other
images drawbacks longer response time and/or display time on
screen but mobile devices should be faster). (Wilson, 2015) Navy/
Marines Corps Intranet (NMCI) was used to update Arpanet. The
Utah Data center has the world’s largest facility known as the NSA
Intelligence Community Comprehensive National Cybersecurity
Initiative Data Center. There is a joint work that was conducted
between Amazon and the CIA which is continued as an effort to
always store data in a secure site which has been very efficient.
Anytime you store data on a public cloud it is important to
check the TCO (total cost of ownership) before you commit
writing any file. However, contracts are signed and honored and
serious repercussions can take place in case the CIA TRIAD or
principle and acronym in Cyberspace field that was introduced in
(Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability) of data abuse or misuse.
It also applies to cloud computing. Also use remote monitoring:
if you are an efficient IT staff or CSP staff, allocate the resources
continuously and effectively by taking advantage of what the best
queuing and policy allocated. The underlying operating system
supports will satisfy what the cloud provides you with and that is
“LOAD BALANCING”. All programs, all users, and all servers must
communicate and collaborate via messages or data sent via SQL
transactions. Hence, if you balance the load on each cloud server
and CPU, you will then have no problem to monitor the entire
cloud network efficiently. The more activities, programs, data
transactions, the harder is resource allocation. Such as in printing
or transmitting an image from satellite to a mobile device via the
cloud. Consequently, keeping up with monitoring the network
will create mayhem which causes vulnerability.” Hackers attack
a “Busier” cloud server not a dormant one. Because the more
users are on the cloud network the more they can try to trace and
copy passwords. Balance the load so you would face no idle time.
Maximizing the cloud server network to its highest threshold
causes a vulnerable service. It has always been my strict rule of
action and applied steps “IT IS NICE TO HAVE MORE OPTIONS
AND MORE FLEXIBILITY”. If you are an efficient cloud user and
want to implement and use its full features then balance your load,
your data size, number of files, number of users active at one time,
and number of programs running. Use Private Cloud ONLY for
now: I am a big endorser of the idea of having only to use private
cloud. It was documented in some research the (A& D) maintains
some files in public cloud with other allies. Even though if the files
will be wiped out after the event or project is over. If it concerns

national security, then it is private UNLESS the security on that
cloud sever on the public cloud is really intrusion proof. If it is
sensitive data, then one should not use public cloud. If you join the
public cloud, then you must reap the consequences. You became
dependent on that cloud or company and your files may not be
private. Trust and confidentiality are the “GEMS” of cyberspace
and cloud computing security. It has been reported that insiders
do most of the damage to sensitive data. Private cloud suffers the
same risk as insiders can ruin things too. However, the beauty
here you can do “isolation” more than public cloud. Shut down
IPs and suspicious signals or processes, NO MERCY POLICY here,
when it comes to nation’s security: This one is easy when you do
the load balancing right, then your resource allocation is efficient
consequently you can shut down any suspicious activity on the
monitoring software. If this is unsuccessful, then shut down your
cloud server network.
Categorize and rank the data (research must be done on this
to develop criteria) that needs to be uploaded to the cloud. Its
status can help us designate if a certain “server” can be labeled
as “critical.” Once it is under suspicious attack, we should shut
it down and before then remove or delete all files and create
mirror image server. This is achieved with a different IP address.
That way the same important files that were ranked high can be
used and downloaded again. One last option is to keep all files
that are ranked high for six month or less. Afterwards, copy
them on several copies of external hard drives. They are to be
stored locally in the data center and this cannot get more secure
than this. (Wilson, 2014) Cost reduction, data integration, and
collaboration. All features already offered are available in the
cloud. Proper installation and implementation of any cloud
solution and infrastructure as in (private, public, or hybrid) allows
cutting down on most costs. Obviously not trading, defense,
manufacturing, or weapons cost but most operating costs on
the cloud. Collaboration is only reachable if and only if you have
productive and “highest quality type” of data integration. What are
the odds that all the different packages work flawlessly together?
In chapter 4 it is said to have a “Task force” that address a) software
needs, b)) hardware needs (that is so easy now the hardware is
moving at the speed of light, and finally c) special personnel that
really evaluate and assess what is best not what the market uses.
Budgets and human talent can limit any sector. However, security
on the cloud dictates that you understand if you want to use cloud
and not get exposed. Security is a challenge and you can never
get it 100% proof against intrusion. Test, apply it in “REAL TIME”,
update your security software and you must introduce new ones
continuously. Always evaluate the “incompatibilities” between all
operating systems (currently three Windows, Linux, and Mac OS)
and narrow your cloud-based apps and data to work flawlessly
on all machine and operating systems “supposedly” independent
hardware and platform which the cloud resides on.

Recommendations

Do my necessary Four D’s (Document, deliver on time and
in the right and perfect form, Debrief, and don’t let the bad guys
grind you down). NO or LIMIT WIRELESS unless secured or
necessary. Wireless means less security most of the time but can
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be controlled. Use a “SWITCH” that will allow you to “TOGGLE”
between Hard wired or wireless when you lose signal either way
or when you suspect an attack. Then you “KILL” or “SHUT DOWN”
that network type (Wireless or Wired) and switch to the other
one. NO mercy policy here. You do not have to apologize for a
potential attacker if you shut down your network your staff may
be livid but the word “We suspected a hacker” will silent anyone.
My experience in the field allows me to say when it comes to
hardware, software, and people using them you must perform
“Experimental RUNS” and evaluate and debrief. Then you pick the
most “OPTIMAL” not fastest solution. OPTIMAL means can never
go wrong as a solution under any circumstances.

Conclusion

A&D already migrated applications and data onto the cloud
and plan to continue to do so specifically in more increased
fashion. Use best resources for security (we have CAC and
2-factors authentication or it can be 3-factor with CAC but with
my HAZE and other forms of security algorithms which must
be more than 2-factor authentication. It is time to increase it to
more than 2-factor because 1-factor evidently is easy gate for
the hackers. Also, use more than single encryption algorithm at
least double or triple. Make it complicated and even though it
is difficult for the users but it is better than being vulnerable.
Network availability all the time and/or what happened when it
is lost even for 5 seconds. This issue needs to be addressed and
optimized: Hacking by the enemy: it will happen regardless but
you control what gets hacked and when and how. Is the cloud the
only solution for A & D now and/or the future? With the evaluation
and debriefing by a carefully selected committee and right task
force you will be on the right track eventually. Sensors: in addition
to encryption and security algorithms like HAZE (Alkadi, 2017)
you must use sensors. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) and
Intrusion Prevention System (IPS): are already in effect in defense
and aerospace and all sectors. Can you improve them? And is that
all you need to block or sense an intrusion? My recommendation
here how about ‘predictive” approach in the same line of how
you infer intelligence from data analytics. If you analyze the
trend “pattern” in the LOGS of events in every hour, then you can
“PREDICT” one hacker is about to hit. Collaboration and data
sharing are already in action and implemented in (A & D) and all
other sectors but it is a recommendation to keep using them. The
term BIG DATA: Still to this day very few computer users or skilled
users and programmers can explain what it means. Big Data does
not mean HIGH or BIGGEST size data or BIG servers or servers
that have BIG storage capacity. Big Data is the fact that you have a
Large Pool of Data you created or put yourself because the cloud
technology allowed you to do so since storage is a lot massive
in size than the old traditional platform or severs. Users simply
upload all kind of not useful data which leads to my point that
people have the biggest misconception over it. Big Data means
you are supposed to ‘HAND PICK’ your files and data and form
“BIG POOL OF USEFUL DATA’ so you CAN RETEIRVE THE “RIGHT
DATA” in the “MOST OPTIMAL WAY AND TIME”.

Key Terms and Definitions
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard): The Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) is the most and only for now approved
and certified (accepted) form of encryption that has been adopted
by many scientific organizations such as IEEE, ACM and many
others in order to enforce “hiding” of the data to ensure data
privacy and confidentiality of the user. So far, single encryption,
and double and triple has been developed and has been used
per the preference of the system administrators and/or security
software developers.
Fail-safe: This is a term the expert author likes to use to
address the uniqueness of the cloud special feature where a
connected servers act as a backup to each other once one fails
the other takes over due to “Mirror-imaging” utility available in
the cloud software resident on the local operating system. The
old traditional paradigm as opposed to the cloud paradigm had a
power on the backup procedure in the cloud it is automatic thus
furnishing a fail-safe always mode for everyone (user, IT, and the
world).
MDM (Mobile Device Management): Utility that allows
all mobile devices to be used to transmit data faster and more
reliable with a very higher rate of accuracy.

Geospatial Utility: A powerful utility that allows the user
to use potent and accurate statistical computation and tools to
compute distances to best map a location based on its geographical
coordinates anywhere in the world. GPS software in cellphones
and cars were based on it.
Steganography: The “ART” and science of “ADDING and/or
ALTERING” the text sent by the user to HIDE it from being cracked
or read. This is not enough in the expert author opinion you MUST
use Encryption also along with it you must give the bad guys FITS
to give up on breaking into your site or at least if they break in
they need at least months if not years to read your data. To have
good security you MUST sacrifice convenience.

Service Level Agreement (SLA): It is the official agreement,
when software is developed by a software producing company,
between the user of the software and the producer of the software.
The term Software licenses determines how many “copies” or
instances of the software is installed at the sector site (Private,
Governmental, or academia) SLA should include added “security”
features or tools and that is expected and the standard normal
protocol to protect software piracy within the sector or outside
and prevent break ins to the sector network via any potential
weak spots in the software. Any violations of SLA (sale or illegal
distribution of the software) results in licenses suspensions or
court proceedings.

Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul (MRO): When we
use the cloud-based applications to conduct the transactions
for via mobile device and powerful applications. Data records
are updated online via the cloud-based app to do the MRO and
less “PAPER WORK” and waiting is consumed. The term “BYOD”
is what (A & D) needs now bring your own device it is potent,
accurate, and quicker.
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Bandwidth: The term used to refer to the speed and reliability
of a network each network is not identified but branded as fast
or available and reliable most of the time. No network is 100%
fast and reliable because natural disaster count and are always
unpredictable.

Remote monitoring: The ability now with most operating
system (Window, Linux, and MAC OS) to furnish and enable the
system administrator or IT staff to monitor and “Alter and adjust”
the configuration of any cloud network to maneuver and dodge
an attack or threat. It is very time consuming and highly mental
demanding job. It requires constant attention.
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Chapter 10

Abstract
The terms Cyberspace and Cloud Computing are terms used to
utilize computers for data and apps. Indeed, the cloud is the buzz
tool to manage and access all files and programs on the cloud. It
appears to a lot of people that the cloud is where data is secured and
applications are run more efficiently. Few users, individually or art of
a business, utilize the cloud for storage purposes only. Others use it
to its full capacity and feature by deploying their old Legacy systems
and run them on a virtualized Cloud running one of the operating
systems available (Linux, Windows, or Mac OS). To migrate and
implement architecture of the cloud and at do not utilize its features
and capabilities to the fullest is a waste of resources and budget.

•Cost vs Service: Cost of operations and code of consumption must
be evaluated. The actual cost and service can be influenced by the
Service Level Agreement (SLA) which is an agreement between
the user and the CSP (Mather, 2009). Hence, the agreement
affects the cost of service and the cost of the program. The NSIT is
the National Institute of Standards and Technology, a unit of the
U.S. Commerce Department which plays a big role in SLA’s and
Cyberspace and Cloud Computing standards.

Introduction

Next is the issue that is associated with the cloud infrastructure
implementation (three types Private, Public, and Hybrid.) It
includes hardware and software, the latency which is how fast
the response is displayed when a file of any type (text, picture,
voice/sound) on the screen, mobile device, or printer. To address
the latency, the CSP needs to avoid Vendor Lock-in which is not
to buy from one manufacturer or hardware. What is really an
oversight to a lot of the cloud users hosting service is when they
do not evaluate the different types of companies that offer the CSP
based on a lot of categories. I would like to state here that the
level and severity of the cloud vulnerability is highly dependent of
CSP. A potential cloud user must do his/her homework. The best
part of running applications in the cloud is software multitenancy.
It is running an instance of a program that will serve as a main
application or user program for all users on the same server.
Sometimes these users on the same server are labeled as “Group
or tenant”.
The choice of Multitenancy dictates your choice of the
cloud architecture type: 1) Public, 2) Private, 3) Community, or
4) Hybrid Cloud. Choosing a private cloud is most secure since
it limits intrusions. However, a public cloud can get better
protection since it is more used and more susceptible to break ins.
Highly skilled programmers can assist in finding fixes effective
immediately. Whereas private clouds are operated locally by the
company or institution hosting the cloud. Any poor configuration
can result in disastrous results and that relies on both the CSP
or the Cloud infrastructure and architecture implanted in place
(Salam et al, 2015).
The most important part of the Cloud and Cyberspace
vulnerability byproduct is the speed and easiness of using the
technology. It is the aftermath of being breached. That is why
all CSP companies and any cloud hosting entity or institution
(Private, Government, or Academic) must fill in an incident review
FORM so you can review it in a panel.
Before a decision is made as to which cloud architecture type
to implement, users must evaluate two things:
• Scalability is how to grow in capacity in the cloud horizontally
or vertically. Horizontally: the cloud is expanded by adding
more physical machines or servers. Vertically: expansion can be
achieved via virtualization.

Figure 14: What one cloud Infrastructure does

To manage the Cloud, one must be able to support,
maintain, define, update, virtualized, and document your cloud
infrastructure and architecture. However, most cloud systems
are not being understood nor mastered well in how they function.
For example, people still think of the cloud as pool of connected
servers. But there is a huge difference between the “traditional”
based and old platform of network of old and slow performance
servers and the “Cloud” based platform of network and pool of
servers. The former still exists as bunch of servers while the
latter is more clustered and Fail-Safe servers. The benefits from
using the cloud which many computer companies advertise are a)
Data storage is more massive, b) Data size itself a larger file size is
allowed, c) Big Data and its implementation is more suitable and is
tailored to run completely on the cloud platform d) Data Analytics
can be conducted in a much potent and a quicker manner than the
old systems. It is faster to collect and analyze data INTELLIGENCE
which can run better on the cloud. Before a company needs to
“Jump” onto to the cloud, it needs to understand the following
(Michael, 2014):

How many scattered storage devices and equipment used
and unused and which ones you plan to use for the cloud?. There
exist many Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) Overruns
that you have to take into consideration (Lee, 2012). Find out if
there are many old traditional platforms servers. Also if there is a
need to upgrade your hardware/software. Some individuals think
the cloud will give you faster capacity (in all phases Data storage,
performance scalability, accessibility, Data Analytics, Intelligence,
reliability, dependability, and it will increase your longevity of
business operations then implement an “OPTIMAL” cloud solution,
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then get on the cloud. Your network performance will improve
by using the cloud. Only permitted users are allowed. ALL THE
CLOUD HAS Availability and access and data at MOST of the time if
not all the time. It depends on your security and IT staff. Your Total
cost of ownership (TCO) it is the total direct and indirect costs and
investment on the installation, application, implementation, and
the maintenance of the hardware, software, and the cloud. Not
many IT or IT executives keep record or really plan and design a
good detailed feasibility study to migrate from the old platform to
the cloud platform. Eyeballing or Ballpark figures (estimates) are
not your best plan of action. It is an important to move from one
stage in computer world to another. Like when we moved from
Punched cards to first keyboard and terminals. Better technology
requires better training and preparation for technical problems.
Once the company decides to use the Cloud, the management
should be equipped with a team to confront any failure. Facing
problems while installing the cloud solution or when using it is
a fact! After the installation is completed, Debriefing is the key!
After using the cloud, assessment of the situation is also key. The
following is the Cloud Computing infrastructure and architecture
that will be implemented by installing one of these cloud solutions
(private, public, or hybrid):

Figure 15: What one cloud Infrastructure does

• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

IaaS is the Cloud known model in which enterprises or
business entities outsource their equipment. For example, it
includes storage, machines, servers and diskless workstations,
runs, and maintains its own operating system (Kavis, 2014).
• Software as a Service (SaaS)

SaaS is the Cloud offered as a service on demand. In this model,
(CSP) furnishes the different types of application(s) so that users
can execute those applications via the Internet. Also, this model
allows a single instance of an application to run on the cloud and
serve tenants and that is referred to a multitenancy which was
described earlier.
• Platform as a service (PaaS)

PaaS is a platform in the cloud where SDLC (Software
Development Life Cycle) and (Application Programmers Interface)
API can be developed and run. In the PaaS service, system
developers do have full edge over the application development
and deployment. In addition, PaaS furnishes the developers the

luxury to create custom web applications and deliver them quickly
to customers. Programmers use to design web based applications
and their deployments. All cloud Computing architectures
(Private, Public, and/or Hybrid) implementations are not 100%
secure after the implementation phase.

Issues, Controversies, Problems
Issues

You must bridge the gap between those who know the cloud
and those who don’t by introducing the benefits of the cloud to
those who are unfamiliar of it. Show the reasons why CLOUD
makes our daily lives better and more convenient not because it
is the future, but because it is faster, and more efficient. Do your
Budget right! That is a very uncontrollable issue. You must be
patient it takes time. It is not a potion or a silver bullet. It is a
long term innovative technological solution. Migrating from one
old traditional platform to another revolutionary one requires
patience and steadfastness. Budget is dependent on the sector and
on the IT specialists, accountants and CEOs. Some sectors jump
onto the cloud too soon and sooner than they should. It requires
research of your current applications (programs), operating
systems, hardware and employees working with the cloud. Using
the cloud is not just uploading files and downloading files. It is a
long term innovative technological solution. Some sectors “HOP”
on the cloud due to: 1) getting pressured from outside or inside
the sector2) Overexcitement from cloud sales and marketing, 3)
“KEEPING UP WITH THE JONESES” style mantra in the world of
computers, 4) JUST CAUSE have the money why not. Sometimes
organizations conduct very poor contingency plan where some
few sectors move onto the cloud but preparation is poor and that
can be costly. Cost is relative on the sector type and size. Also you
must have a backup plan if the cloud implementation runs into so
many obstacles or overrun (not installed on time) computers are
not a perfect world either?. Some few people still have cloudy idea
about the cloud! IT IS NOT A LARGER STORAGE DEVICE! Finally,
some few people still have cloudy idea about the three different
types of the cloud.

Controversies

This is the most controversial point. Ask yourself this
question “Do you think the cloud solution you implemented is a
permanent solution or a temporary one?” An assessment of the
situation must follow. In addition, a debriefing must be presented.
There are bigger plans in the future. The cloud is steady but
frequent evaluations must be done. The Cloud is not secure 100%
all the time; therefore, users must deal with this problem. What
are your gains from implementing a cloud solution? You want
to maximize the use of as little as possible number of hardware,
utilize software use, and have employees work with their skills
set. It is all about the feasibility study and proper planning. Last
controversy is to convince cloud doubters that is a really a good
innovative solution.

Problems

Sectors need to be active in sending their staff to train on
cloud technology and most importantly how to “Implement” and
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“Install” a cloud solution. Specifically, how to install a private,
public, and a hybrid cloud. Security flaws DO NOT DICSRIMINATE
and a cloud will get hit if you have a private, public, or hybrid
one. It is not so easy to train and teach all about the cloud. Again,
budgeting and finances is an issue. What I recommend to do is
the CLOUDU course: https://cloudu.rackspace.com/. Some few
sectors do not have the “Infrastructure” necessary to implement
a cloud solution. It is not wise to run cloud software or simulate
cloud environment with older hardware and technology. Some
few sectors are not cloud ready. This one is serious! Compatibility
between hardware and software is a major issue. The same
transpires to the cloud. Even though we have used the cloud for
some time, it is hard to assess its performance. For example, we
can say that GUI, Windows, Disk Cache, Memory Swapping, and
defragmentation work great. Has the cloud delivered to its full
capabilities in this short amount of time it has been used? It is
debatable. NO CRYSTAL BALL. Remember Y2K problem. What is
it for the cloud? Last one is you can control hardware (not bugs)
and software (not glitches) but can you really control the people
using the cloud? You may need rules, polices, and regulations and
people hate being restricted, on the cloud!

Solutions and Recommendations
Solution

Always Plan better. Is migrating to the cloud feasible? “Do not
jump on the bandwagon unless you are cloud ready”. You must
debrief very aggressively on what is your status in terms of your
migration onto the cloud from the old system. It is always better
to move onto the cloud because of its benefits. However, users
must be aware of the security issues, software and hardware
updates, and operating systems. You need to ensure that
employees get certified and trained on how to use the cloud. You
must implement a FAIL-SAFE system. You must have a revised
and update contingency plan at all time and update it every six
month or 12 month. Also, you must decide if you want to ADOPT
or ADAPT. ADOPT an immediate cloud implementation updates.
ADAPT your IT infrastructure to CLOUD ready one by upgrading
and updating your hardware, software, and sometimes may be
your employees.

Recommendations

Find out if the cloud is the right technical solution for you? If
you study it, establish the infrastructure, and train the staff. It is
a process that every establishment must go through. Do not copy
others do what suits your business sector best. It could be that
private cloud is best for you not Public. But only experimentation
can prove so. You will be using a server that has multi operating
systems and it gets better even the email system is cloud base.

Conclusion
The cloud technology is a great breakthrough but requires
planning and realization that it is a process. Hackers target big
pools of data. The following is recommended:
• If a business is private, or secretive, then isolating the cloud is
a must.
• If a business is a joint one, it requires collaboration and the same
goes for sensitive data to be on a private cloud.
• In the case of complicated needed span of data as in law
enforcement, public schools, and universities or education system
or any other public service the hybrid cloud is the best choice.

• Stay up to date with security issues and security updates of
Operating Systems and latest Cloud issues.

• Finally, keep it simple and know what infrastructure and design
best fit the needs of the business.

Key Terms and Definitions

Scalability: The ability to grow your cloud topology and
physical configuration either horizontally or vertically. Adding
more servers are costlier and that is horizontal scalability adding
more virtualized hosts is better and cheaper and that is vertical
scalability. Even though vertical scalability is cheaper hardware
wise it is much more expensive software wise because you must
reinforce security and that requires writing software and that is
expensive.
Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC): The acronym used
to describe the steps of writing a major software system which
involves (Requirement analysis, System specification, Design,
coding, testing, implementation, maintenance, and support).
SDLC was implemented in the old water life cycle MODEL, now
we use AGILE Model. It is iterative and faster and more phased.
The water fall life cycle is rigid and old.
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): IaaS is the Cloud known
model in which enterprises or business entities outsource their
equipment.
Software as a Service (SaaS): SaaS is the Cloud offered as a
service on demand. In this model, (CSP) furnishes the different
types of application(s) so that users can execute those applications
via the Internet.
Platform as a service (PaaS): PaaS is a platform in the cloud
where SDLC (Software Development Life Cycle) and (Application
Programmers Interface) API can be developed and run
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Abstract
A lot of time is invested in (CRUD), which stands for Create,
Read, Update, and Delete. It is a process where file(s) and data are
updated. Backing up the files and data is an absolute must and must
be performed on more than one device. Relying on the cloud for the
backup is not a safe bet. The IT staff must have their own up to date
copies of the files and data. In case of a technical problem, lost Internet
connection or a computer failure, an up to date copy of the data and
files will save the day. An adaptive plan for backing up the data
and files will be presented later. Backup must be performed hourly
especially if the data or files have been updated. Thus, recovering the
data will be an easy chore. Additionally, if no updates occurred, then
backup is necessary.

Chapter 11

or not. And that can overwrite files which were changed locally
or bring back “HIT” files. Hit means infected files. If you plan
right and organize a Disaster recovery task force for all sectors,
then your restoration process is smooth sailing. First step in any
disaster in the USA the National Guard is deployed because they
have the best disaster response teams. They are trained in like
real life disaster situations. So, you must exercise and simulate
disaster situations in your cloud and practice “right” incremental
backups and restore accordingly. You must copy their procedure.
Companies that are successful copy other companies’ successful
policies and scenarios.

Introduction

It needs time and dedication to ensure that the computers
connected to the cloud are in harmony and working perfectly. The
cloud is an innovative technological solution. Backing up your
important files and data is a salient solution for a disaster that
may ensue. If a system crash or an intrusion occurs, it is better
to be part of the solution than part of the problem. Having up to
date backups of all your important files and data, makes you more
responsive to any problem. Facing intrusions and crashes is an
ongoing struggle and challenge (Pearson, 2013). Collaboration
among all IT staff members is integral part to the success of the
department in recovering from a disaster, such as an intrusion
or system crash. Producing a LOG (Document) is very important
in case another intrusion emerge; otherwise it will consume
more time and effort to recover. That is why a Disaster Recovery
TASK FORCE (DRTF), a call I made for a task force to be in effect
and existence in every sector an entity not to be confused with
Disaster Recover Team and it must be established in every sector.
Occasionally, the IT person may have to format the server and
reload the files. Restoring files in bulk or automatically with
proper selection and careful attention may infect the system
with a virus or a malware. Consequently, the IT person must do a
selective restore.
Also, always preach for the user in your sector (governmental,
academic, or private) to simply backup. But it must be
“INCREMENTAL” backup. Incremental backup means the
computer knows through the backup procedure which files have
changed and therefore copies the ones that changed.

Issues, Controversies, Problems
Issues

Backing up incrementally is integral to the success of the
restore operation. If files are corrupt, then IT persons lean on
the cloud and other ways to get it back. Consequently, having
two kinds of backup “IT (your own ~ local computer or the
partition of the server on the sector’s network maintained by IT
and CSP ~ local host of the cloud network of servers you upload
your files on)” is a WIN-WIN situation. It is time that all users
assume accountability and responsibility for their own files. If
the option “INCREMENTAL” NOT selected, the computer selects
all files since last restore. You do not even have to choose the
files. So, all files will be restored regardless if they were changed

Figure 16: when data is backed up regularly (right & enough frequency)
it is easier to recover and everyone will be on cloud NINE!

Controversies

Determine what is the “OPTIMAL” number of backups needed
for a sector? If you can distinguish the difference in the meaning
of what is the number of backups needed to meet a sector’s
requirements, then it is easy to find an optimal solution. After
enough times of experimentation, an exact optimal number may
be obtained. A policy is described below:
• Experimentation and then analyze results.

• Debrief then evaluate results then conduct statistical methods
to get statistics.
• Find out if the optimal number of backups needed for a sector is
one of the following label
1) Required: It is the “required” amount of number of backups
to keep you afloat.
2) Desired: It is the “desired” amount of number of backups to
keep you afloat.
3) Needed: It is the “needed” amount of number of backups to
keep you afloat.

4) That-will-do: It is the “That-will-do” amount of number of
backups to keep you afloat.
I strongly recommend number 3.
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You need to find out which is the best Operating System to
use that makes the backup process less painful. I propose the
following policy: experimentation and then results via: a) Debrief
b) Evaluate results, and c) Conduct statistical methods to get
statistics to draw facts and conclude what Operating System suits
the environment best. Note: The cloud does not discriminate
against any Operating System but what I find fascinating is that
users and IT staff are opinionated regarding which Operating
System that must be used. What is the best, pleasant, politically
amusing, and clever way to encourage someone to do the backups
like they should daily?

Problems

One of the worst problems is when a certain entity of a sector
(governmental, academic, or private business) loses “the one staff
that performed the backup” due to termination, loss of life, or
retirement. Consequently, a policy must be created to mandate
performing daily backups. The IT staff must be able to perform
the needed backups in case the person responsible for the process
is absent, fired, etc. It is very hard to keep up with backups or the
number of backups. These days, software archives the backups
based on: a) Date stamping, b) Time stamping, and c) and name
stamping (“label”). Retrieving the “selected” files, according to
the rules in the issues section earlier, one need to look at the label,
date, and time of the backup and get the “Selected” files. Only files
that weren’t infected need to be restored. The backup process is
time consuming and can be exasperating. However, both software
and hardware have improved a great deal and will take less time
to finish. And the “incremental” option is the choice for daily
backups.

Solutions and Recommendations
Solutions

Use the automatic backup which should lessen the time the
IT professional consumes backing up their files and data. The
hardware must also be capable to proceed successfully with the
backup process. As mentioned above, the incremental choice
for backing up the files and data is the optimal one. Especially,
if the process must be used daily. The backup process will take
less time and IT staff can also accomplish other duties while the
process is being performed. Old backups should not be used
especially if operating system updates have taken place. Ranking
and categorizing backups is an integral part of the success of data
filtering. IT personnel should not leave a trail to protect against a
possible intrusion. Newer data has less dependency on old data
you do need it to trail it but not your nemesis. Certain files need
to be removed from backup archives. IT staff need to be careful
when deleting any file. Rank and reorder your archived backups
regularly (Samani, 2014). It helps in the data and file restoration
to know which file to be restored and when to be restored. You
must keep a log of all transactions regarding the backup process
is a must. Keeping a LOG will help in the restore process whether
fully or selectively. Each sector (Governmental, Academic, or
Private) will decide how, when, and what to LOG. I recommend
Logging the following: Time, Date, Place, Which hardware, Which
computer, Under what Operating System (Windows, Linux, or

MAC OS), Name of files, Name of Server(s) you copied from, Name
of the Drive(s) you copied from, Size of all files you backed up,
All files extensions you backed up, All hardware names, sizes, and
locations (external or internal) that you backed up to. All persons
who were involved in the backup process. “Document” the details,
plan, steps, and the location of the documents for the all the staff
involved in the backup process. Keeping a document will help in
the disaster recovery for Each Sector’s Disaster Recovery Task
Force team (Governmental, Academic, or Private). It is the starting
step to move forward in the recovery process. Adopt a policy that
“ROTATES” employees turn in the backup process. Each IT staff
must learn how to perform the backup process.

Recommendations

You must perform “Incremental” backup and “FULL” when you
need to but every hour or half a day or nightly end of the day. You
need to set your backup to automatic and if it requires hardware
ready status, and then make sure someone oversees that. Log,
Document, adopt a policy to rotate your employees to do the
backup process. There has to be accountability and responsibility
of the staff, the sector, and everyone involved when doing the
backup. This is a serious process and first line of defense in the
disaster recovery process.

Conclusion

The cloud and cyberspace is not a TOY or machine or an Xbox
or PlayStation it is a WAY OF LIFE for us NOW and in the future.
But the FUTURE IS NOW! ACT ON IT. RESPECT THE CLOUD and
its nature and possible problems and side effects. Use with CARE!
AWARNESS IS KEY. Adhere to local policies and code of ethics
policy of the sector your work for (Governmental, academic, and
private). Limit private files on the cloud via social media postings.

Key Terms and Definitions

Incremental Backup: It is the process of selecting which files
out of a pool of files to be backed up every time the user goes to
the backup utilities menu.
LOG: It is the process of documenting in a certain file that
must be only accessible by certified and selected personnel for
diagnosing and tracing the origins and details of every back and
restore operation.
HIT: It a label this expert author gives for every file that is
infected.

Disaster Recovery TASK FORCE (DRTF): It a much-needed
group of highly skilled and computer experts in backup, recovery,
and restoration in disaster situation in cloud networks settings.
This group must be in every sector and it should be not confused
with disaster recovery team. They lead and plan the recover team
job of “perfect” recovery. Disaster recovery is not a mere job it is
a highly critical task it requires a task force.
Required number of backups: It is the “required” (Works
but not in every situation) amount of number of backups to keep
you afloat as a sector.
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BACKUP: The # 1 Disaster Response and Recovery
Resolution in Full Force
Desired number of backups: It is the “desired” (plausible)
amount of number of backups to keep you afloat as a sector.

Needed number of backups: It is the “needed” (EXACT AND
PERFECT) amount of number of backups to keep you afloat as a
sector.
That-will-do number of backups: It is the “That-will-do”
(minimum) or let’s get it over with amount of number of backups
to keep you afloat as a sector.

Date stamping: It is actual transaction or labeling of each
backup and/or restore operation by writing the date where the
transaction took place. This expert author best describes this
transaction as near to vin etching in your windshield of your
vehicle. You can never forget the date instance and it is there
forever it helps in the recovery and files restoration and location
much faster than normal.

Time Stamping: It is actual transaction or labeling of each
backup and/or restore operation by writing the time when the
transaction took place. This expert author best describes this
transaction as near to vin etching in your windshield of your
vehicle. You can never forget the time instance and it is there
forever it helps in the recovery and files restoration and location
much faster than normal.
Name stamping: It is actual transaction or labeling of each
backup and/or restore operation by writing the person’s name
who did the transaction and the name of which hardware the
backup and/or restore was done from and to (both device(s)).
This expert author best describes this transaction as near to vin
etching in your windshield of your vehicle. You can never forget
the names of the persons and labels of the hardware devices and/
or storage media(s) and it is there forever it helps in the recovery
and files restoration and location much faster than normal.
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